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Rapidly, time marches on; we are already in the 2nd year of the Covid-19 state of emergency and,
knowing that no power will ever voluntarily relinquish its new mechanisms of control, anarchist
and other libertarian movements all over the globe are looking for strategies and practical means
against it. In some regions, social tensions have recently erupted into riots. Elsewhere, there are
short-lived outbreaks known as Corona Riots. As anarchists, we are often surprised by the
dynamics, sometimes finding ourselves in the crowd of the street battles or perplexed as spectators
on the sidelines. Almost every state deals with us, small groups or individuals, sabotaging, agitating
and roaming restless in the cities.
With the desire to finally cross the threshold from symbolic resistance to material damage to the
enemy infrastructure and their tools of power. In addition to the direct confrontation with the pigs, it
seems necessary to identify and disconcert the individual cogs of their machine. There is no other
way to overcome the balance of power; metropolises, which in recent years have been more
frequently devastated by social struggles, general strikes and riots, have relatively quickly recovered
with their arrogance. But we are still too often sliding into randomness instead of tearing apart the
weaker links in the chain of oppression and their profiteers.
Curfews, police killings, gentrification, ecological terrorism, war against the own population and
against foreign countries - the system gives us daily occasions to look for targets whose continuous
destruction may at some point be more than a figure in the balance sheet or a report in the press.
In many urban centers, traditional forms of action have emerged over the years which, beyond their
local justification, could be evaluated from the point of view, how the new anarchist urban guerrilla
can relate to each other in order to overcome the borders of capital, which capital has never been
bound.
In Santiago, the buses of the transport companies burn for almost every occasion, in Athens it is
ATMs, in the French banlieues almost all cars but also again and again those of certain companies.
In Berlin, company cars or posh cars are torched for almost every occasion as well. Throughout
Europe, antenna masts and relay stations of communications providers go up in flames.

What would be the impact if attacks on specific targets were intensified? We know the damage of
destroyed data lines and burned cell towers, but such attacks cannot be repeated everywhere at will.
Our enemies' vehicle fleets are also harder to access than we would like.
Some facilities are well secured in big cities but unguarded in small towns. Nevertheless, there are
still enough known and less known targets standing around. And who actually supplies the
equipment to the police and military? Who builds what? Who works with the supply companies or
hides behind a consortium of companies? Who is guarding this all?
The market is constantly in motion, big companies swallow up their competitors, hide behind other
names, outsource certain activities. They collect our data and face us with their logos everywhere in
the city, which they consider to be their property.
Because it should not be enough for us to follow the waves of uprisings going around the world
from a distance and to look for suitable solidarity actions for them each time anew, we propose to
collect information about the enemies of freedom and to spread them in such a way that it becomes
known everywhere. This means to use not only the publications of the militant scene but all means,
such as graffiti, posters, video rallies and other accessible media to denounce these actors of
capitalist barbarism.

In order to then attack them worldwide, whether in campaigns or out of the blue and without
apparent cause. In this way, it could be tried out whether companies avoid certain regions or certain
orders because the damage would be too great. This would be a strategic line already developed in
Europe-wide acts of sabotage against the oil and gas company Shell in the late 1980s to mid-1990s,
thereby showing solidarity with the resistance of the Ogoni in Nigeria, among others.
Or, if the need arises to do something against justice in a particular country and it is determined that
appropriate institutions are difficult to hit, why not attack the private prison operator Sodexo, even
where it hides behind the name GA Tec?
With an increased continuity of our interventions and a focus on global players, the response times
of authorities and the delivery times of goods and information could be extended from a certain
degree. Which will open up new spaces for other attacks. This proposal is not intended as a
substitute for participation in or provocation of riots, and it does not oppose the spontaneous and
chaotic attack on other targets.

This booklet contains responsibility claims of attacks that meet these criteria. In order to be able to
intervene in any conflict in any place, they spread suggestions about targets and those responsible
for dividing this world among themselves. Attached you will find an organizing proposal on
revolutionary violence from Greece.
So then, fire at the enemies of freedom!

Ring: Amazon’s connected police bells
How Amazon is helping the U.S. police build a huge video surveillance network
Connected doorbells from Amazon-owned Ring are a big hit. But they are also helping to build a
nationwide video surveillance system, funded by the citizens themselves.
Will the United States soon rival China in video surveillance? While the Beijing government has
installed 600 million cameras across the country, the U.S. authorities can rely on the citizens
themselves. In three years, the company Ring, an Amazon subsidiary specializing in the sale of
connected doorbells equipped with cameras, has considerably increased the amount of video data
available to the police.
According to the scum media (owned by Jeff Bezos, overlord of Amazon), more than 2,000 local
police and fire departments have partnered with Ring in the United States. The number of
partnerships stood at 703 in 2019, and only 60 in 2018. Estimates tare made that Amazon is now
forging two new partnerships every day.
In early 2019 images were published of the software Ring makes available to authorities. Without a
warrant, cops can demand any user – sometimes with financial incentives – within 400 meters of a
suspected crime to access video surveillance footage from their connected doorbell. Up to 12 hours
of recording can be collected by the police and kept without time limit.
If the network of cameras made available to the American cops is for the moment much smaller
than the Chinese surveillance system, it already incorporates many devices, in fact financed by the
Americans themselves – Ring connected doorbells are sold in France from 99 euros. The American
scum mainstream media quotes a study by the technocrats of MIT that mentions the figure of three
million active Ring cameras in the United States.
It is estimated that 47 French cities with more than 90,000 inhabitants had a total of 11,400
surveillance cameras in early 2020. In the United States, Amazon distinguishes itself from Google,
which offers competing products – via its Nest range – but without working with the police [should
we take their word for it?] In France, no such partnership has been announced between Ring and the
authorities. A collaboration that could be complex to implement because of European law, which is
more protective of privacy.
*A re-post (slightly edited) of this informative post from Sans Nom, even though it is referring to
Ring in a French context it is important for a UK context because of the increased use of the door
cameras which are not subject to EU law anymore and could or are already being used in the same
way as in the US.

(https://web.archive.org/web/20210320165018/https://325.nostate.net/2021/03/18/ring-amazonsconnected-police-bells/)
Amazon Van Torched in Los Angeles
For autonomous, decentralized May Day 2020, we torched an Amazon van in Los Angeles County.
We could not sit idly by and watch the spread of COVID-19 turn ICE detention centers into full
blown death camps
Amazon provides the cloud servers that hosts the Investigative Case Management system, the
database utilized by ICE and other Federal agencies to compile public and private data to track and
deport immigrants. Amazon plays a role in every raid; every family separation; and every death at
the hands of ICE. It was the goal of this action to raise the stakes for companies like Amazon that
provide critical border enforcement infrastructure.
In solidarity with with migrants currently on hunger strike in ICE facilities throughout the country.
In solidarity with warehouse and grocery workers engaging in wildcat strikes on May Day.
Against the imposition of borders and the proliferation of the surveillance state
-Anarchist Fire
(https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/amazon-van-torched-in-los-angeles/)
Amazon Vans Burned in Solidarity with Terra Incognita and Liebig34 in Berlin
No matter which color a government has and which territory it controls, they begin to clear the few
spaces in the cities which grew in the hope of another life. Squats and non-commercial areas, which
tried to exist against state violence and the racist mood in society, come under pressure.
By supporting the international call of Terra Incognita - who got recently evicted in Thessaloniki,
Greece- for an action-month in October and the decision to choose ourselves when to act in order to
defend Liebig34 and not to wait until the state’s agenda decides when to evict one of our ventures,
on the morning of October 6, we set on fire two vans of Amazon in Berlin-Neukölln as a message of
solidarity with Liebig34, Terra Incognita and other collectives who support their calls.
Amazon is a winner of Corona because they deliver more when people stay at home. They deliver
with inhuman conditions to their workers. They collect every kind of data to sell it to other capitalist
institutions; they share this data with police and establish more surveilance. Amazon is changing
cities: in Berlin-Friedrichshain, where Liebig34 has to leave, they built a huge tower. More offices,
more expansive flats for their employes, more upgrading of the neighborhood. That’s why Amazon
recived allready many blows, in Berlin and also in US.

We stand in solidarity with the comrades of Terra Incognita and support their decision to keep the
collective and continue fighting against the state, the capital and our oppressors. Every eviction has
its price and we will not remain silent in the face of these continuous state’s attacks of this
coordinated repression-operations all over the world, on our ventures and on the people of the
struggle. They may take our houses but the nights belong to small groups and their will to sabotage
the power.
Destroy the city of the rich and attack the state’s infrastructures before and after every Day X.
Defend Liebig34 and Terra Incognita!
Support the international call on October 30-November 1
some anarchists
(https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/amazon-vans-burned-in-solidarity-with-terra-incognita-inberlin/)

Achim/Germany: Incendiary Sabotage of an Amazon Construction Site
Amazon construction site sabotaged!
At the end of last year, Amazon concluded the purchase contract for a commercial site on the

A27 motorway in Achim. Anyone who goes there now will see huge cranes and other heavy
equipment towering up into the air, pounding a gigantic hall of steel and concrete out of the
ground. In the future, 2,000 people will be working under constant surveillance in a
windowless hall in a place that was a wasteland just a short time ago, only to be replaced by
robots. Employment offices are rubbing their hands that they can force masses of people to
work at Amazon.
The new logistics centre is important for Amazon, so that, together with the much smaller
distribution centre in Bremerhaven, it can supply the Bremen/Oldenburg/Bremerhaven area
more quickly. The state of Lower Saxony is bearing the costs of transport connections and
other infrastructure, thus joining the degrading practice by which cities and local authorities
around the world outdo each other in giving gifts to the company.
We have decided that the construction will not go off without a hitch. In the early morning
hours of July 30, 2020, we lit a fire on the construction site with 20 liters of a mixture of
gasoline and diesel and several incendiary devices and set fire to a 40-meter-high crane.
Instead of surrendering to the seemingly inevitable, we decided to become an incalculable risk
to cybernetic capital in the blind spots of the Bau-Watch cameras with their piercing green
light and outside the gaze of the securities who have to guard this construction site day and
night.
Monitoring and technological access
Rule, surveillance and the exploitation of people are increasingly organized by the
intervention of large corporations. Their digital networks, algorithms and technologies have
become indispensable and permeate all areas of our lives. They influence our lives, our
everyday life, our feelings, our thinking, our communication and our social relationships. The
technological attack thus also targets everything that has so far resisted capitalist exploitation.
A dystopia that is striving towards its completion: Infinite amounts of data are collected,
selected, evaluated and analyzed, guaranteeing a complete insight into social and societal
processes in real time. These are to be controlled in order to be able to predict developments
and (in)regularities. Small changes and shocks in the fragile economic market can affect one’s
own supremacy in the race for the greatest profit.
The current technological development paves the way for a smartification of the whole life.
The economic success of IT giants such as Amazon, Apple, Google, Facebook & Co.
naturally includes the optimization of wage exploitation. At the same time, algorithm-based
crime prevention promises smooth governance and rule and administration, usually in a

completely invisible, decentralised and even environmentally conscious outfit. Here are some
examples.
Healthcare market and human technology
Amazon is spreading to all markets and into all areas of life. Investments in the so-called
Share-Economy run parallel to the establishment of a health insurance company. The entry
into the health market was and is promising.
More favourable tariffs or bonuses for insured persons serve here as an incentive to reveal as
much as possible (e.g. via a Smart Watch) about themselves and their behaviour. Information
on blood sugar levels, the number of steps per day and alcohol levels is passed on directly to
the health insurance company via digital devices. Smokers, for example, will have to pay a
higher health insurance premium. Everyone is responsible for their own health. The solidarity
principle of health insurance companies is thus completely undermined. Business in the health
sector is now the second largest source of income for Amazon.
Crime “prevention”
Amazon’s facial recognition software “Recognition” is a racist and unreliable surveillance
technology, used in particular by the US police. In practice, especially with BPOC (Black
People of Color), the results are often falsified, with the consequence that they are
criminalized, i.e. controlled, arrested or imprisoned much more often. In the USA, more than
a thousand police stations have a partnership with the Amazon corporation and use its
surveillance technologies. In Germany, the use of facial recognition systems was initially
suspended due to technical problems and data protection hurdles and its use by the police was
postponed for another year. In the USA, additional police stations enter into partnerships with
Amazon on a weekly basis.
If we want to fight the technological attack, we must sabotage ourselves!
A disempowerment or even socialization of the big tech companies and global players like
Amazon, Apple, Facebook or Google seems hardly possible. We think it is wrong to reform or
make these companies “socially acceptable”, because their power is too great and their ideas
and images of humanity are diametrically opposed to our concept of freedom. We consider the
desire to illuminate and control every human thought, every social relationship and even the
smallest step in work processes to be dangerous. If these smallest particles are then to be
controlled and adapted to a given exterior, violent domination is in its purest form!

Nevertheless, we are of course aware that we too and our everyday life are structured and in
many cases thoroughly digitalised by technologies.
A large part of radical left-wing contexts is organized through messengers. If things you want
to buy are twice as expensive in a shop, then you order them from Amazon and use the
exploitative structure behind it. Pickers, packers, suppliers also work for or because of us
under miserable conditions. Not to mention the places of production…
We think it is important not to underestimate our own role and responsibility in criticism and
not to deny our own interdependence and dependence. We are part of this society and thus
also part of the problem. This is nothing new.
But it is precisely for this reason that it makes sense to act and to shape things ourselves.
Pausing, being off and sometimes throwing sand into one’s own gears is just as much a part of
it as the destruction and defence against technological attack. If we talk about the destruction
of the technological attack, we must also sabotage ourselves!

CRITIQUE OF TECHNOLOGY IS CRITIQUE OF DOMINATION AND CIVILISATION –
NOT PRIMITIVISM!
We do not make the ridiculous judgment that technology is “bad”. Out of which – anyway
historically conditioned – ethics then? We say it is violence and social war.”
(from “digital self-determination” by the editorial collective capulcu)

Our attack from outside
We know that our attack is only a (small) sabotage, which delays the construction of the
Amazon logistics centre a little and increases the costs by a few hundred thousand Euros. But
we also know that many will recognize themselves in such an act of resistance against the
technological attack on our bodies, our work force, our leisure time and our relationships. In
this recognition, in the anger, in the determination and the drive for action lies serious
potential.
And because we also recognize ourselves in the attacks of others, we would like to conclude
our communiqué by taking over part of a text in which a coordinated attack on Amazon
vehicles, the Amazon Development Center Germany in Berlin-Mitte and its boss, Ralf
Herberich, was announced on February 1, 2019:
Work in disruptive capitalism
“The miserable working conditions and Amazon’s “innovations” in the field of precarious
employment are well known. In the logistics centers, known by the Group as fulfillment
centers, there is permanent control and “optimization” of processes. From the monitoring of
hand scanners to mutual evaluation and the deliberate disregard of safety standards, enormous
pressure is placed on the workers. So it is often not even worthwhile to go to the break room
during breaks and extending breaks is usually out of the question for pickers and packers.
Every move and every step in the warehouse is precisely monitored.
Most of the 200,000 parcel deliverers in Germany also work for Amazon under lousy
conditions for various (sub-)companies, more or less indirectly, but in any case very flexibly.
Amazon Flex, is the name of the app with which you can hopefully land the next delivery
order as a bogus self-employed worker. The route to the destination address is then specified.
At Amazon Mechanical Turk, the first clickworking platform, all labour rights were
circumvented. On the platform, so-called micro-tasks of e.g. 10 cents each are assigned.
When stupidly sorting out inappropriate content or writing product reviews, screenshots and
work pace are then taken.
(Labour) struggle against the fourth industrial revolution
Meanwhile, the trade union ver.di is conducting an unsuccessful collective bargaining dispute
for the 14,000 workers from 12 logistics centres. Despite “union busting”, immense obstacles
to organisation and high fluctuation of the workforce in the warehouses, on the bargain day
“Black Friday” 2017, according to ver.di, about 10% of the workers at seven German

warehouse locations and one each in Italy and Poland organised a strike. Solidarity-based
people and groups tried to block the Amazon Prime logistics centre on Kurfürstendamm in the
centre of Berlin at the same time, unfortunately without causing any significant delays.
Ralf Kleber, head of Amazon Germany, once claimed: “When there is black ice, we itch much
more than when ver.di calls for industrial action”.
He was right, but why can (local) strikes no longer exert the desired pressure? The automation
of load distribution between warehouses across national borders makes it possible to absorb
interruptions, such as strikes, to such an extent that delivery times are kept as short as desired
and any impact of the strike remains almost invisible to the public. The disruption of smooth
operations is made difficult or even impossible here by “intelligent” algorithms. Amazon is a
pioneer in the field of this automation, which here represents a direct attack on the workers
and their possibilities of regulated labour struggle. But despite and because of these worrying
developments it is important to take the initiative. The fact that previous strikes have not
caused serious damage to such companies does not make them superfluous. It rather shows
that it is necessary to fight with greater vehemence and more “radical” means, that could
mean for example more direct actions, wild international strikes and for that reason to further
advance international networking. Sabotage and militant interventions (from outside) or the
idea of a European general strike as proposed by the Spanish comrades
(https://makeamazonpay.org/2018/05/17/675/) could dock to this as well as ideas for sabotage
of the algorithms or the Internet of Things by misplaced packages or similar. A combination
of traditional and new means against the new digitalized world of work is probably most
promising in the (labour) struggle against a disruptive technology company like Amazon”.
You can find the whole text here: https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=9514
With this in mind, we greet all those in Berlin who fight against Amazon Tower, who
prevented the establishment of a headquarters in Queens, who set fire to the local distribution
centre in Staffordshire three times in a row on Black Friday, who fight the Cyber Valley
project in Tübingen…We greet all those who set out at night to sabotage Amazon lockers,
delivery trucks, construction sites, offices, drones and data centres. In the same way we greet
all angry workers who do not like unsustainable working conditions and certainly do not
allow themselves to be integrated into the gigantic cybernetic apparatus of global, digitalized
capitalism.
And there is one more thing we want to say: Whoever decides to take action will find that
some things that seem indomitable to us in everyday life can be seen up close, and many sore

points are exposed to our courage and are defenceless. As always, the old rule of the burglars
applies: Always check first if the door is unlocked…
A hug to all prisoners and to all who are affected by repression, surveillance and house
searches.
Some saboteurs
(https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=12974)

France, AMBARÈS-ET-LAGRAVE (GIRONDE) : Christmas presents from Amazon ARE
late 24/12/2020
Hundreds of parcels blocked at the warehouse after the arson of 27 delivery vehicles in Gironde
The Warning group, home delivery specialist for major French brands, lost much of its fleet of vans
last night. Criminals opened them with a grinder and set fire to them before making their escape.
The carrier, which provides 7-day deliveries for Amazon, has already ordered new vehicles.

Every van of the Warning company currently provides an average of 120 deliveries each day. 27
carbonized vehicles, more than 3,200 parcels may not reach their recipient on Thursday for
Christmas Eve.
« We called on fellow service providers to ensure a maximum of deliveries and our client, the
Amazon group, that these vehicles were dedicated for, was also able to turn to other carriers. »
Quentin Bonnac, general manager of the Warning group, specifies however.
Last night at around 2am firefighters were called for this fire in the car park rented by the company
in Ambarès-et-Lagrave, near Bordeaux.
« The perpetrators entered the vehicles by opening them using disk cutters then set fire to them.
Their intention was probably to find goods awaiting delivery » the carrier suggests, adding « no
theft could be committed, as the vehicles are systematically emptied every evening and loaded at
the start of each round. »
The struggle against the flames went on for nearly two hours with around 30 firefighters mobilized
to prevent spreading to heavy trucks parked nearby. The carrier, which ensures deliveries 7 days a
week for Amazon, has already ordered new vehicles. While waiting to receive them the drivers
went to another company site in Nantes to pick up available vans in order to resume their rounds on
Saturday.
(https://sansnom.noblogs.org/archives/3557)

Citroen
Berlin : Attack On Citroen Dealership
We heard a few weeks ago the words “Urgent Appeal for international solidarity!” written by
libertarian communists from Athens. For the common fight against the terror of the EU Troika and
the police and their armies, which have long worked closely together, we would welcome more of
such clear words from Greece.
The antagonistic cooperation projects and clandestine structures in Europe is not as reliant on
personal acquaintance, as having regard to the mutual needs and strategic objectives. With us there
is no clarity as to what level of militancy (after the disaster in the Marfin Bank) is now accepted and
what forms of international solidarity is welcome.
From the cultural and human hell of barbarism in Germany it is against this background to support
not just the social or anti social struggles in Greece. The clearer the requirements are formulated,
the easier to be guided in the distant strikes against the common enemy. Therefore, we have got this
call, and we always expect a clear statement in our international relations.
Specifically, we express our solidarity with the non-reformist protests of the Greek population
against the dictatorship of the banks and their parliamentary puppets.
We demand freedom for the prisoners from the armed groups, for the prisoners of the anarchist
movement, and for the social prisoners in Greek prisons.
We want to support their fight against the MAT killers, the secret police, the terror of the Nazis, and
various specialized units such as Delta.
On 13 June 2011 we have so attacked in Berlin-Lichtenberg a Citroën dealer with incendiary
devices. Ten cars were destroyed. We opted for Citroën, because this French company supplies
vehicles to the Greek police. Greek cops operate with patrol cars from Citroen, preying on migrants
and use the technology of this company for the suppression of social tensions.
With our attack on a Berlin Citroën dealer, we show the profiteers of the internal war that there is no
clear front. What transports Athens Cops to their operations, can burn in Berlin before they get
there.
Autonomous group “Christos Tsoutsouvis”
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210225164034/https://325.nostate.net/2011/06/16/berlin-attack-oncitroen-dealership-germany/)

Incendiary attack against vehicles at Peugeot-Citroën dealership in Thessaloniki by Anarchist
cell ‘Les casseurs’
To clarify once and for all: Power cannot exist without us. We can live without it (and even better).
Power drains us of our essence; it pillages life.
[Excerpt from: ‘Manifesto of Rebellion – Signapost to a Different Future’ ; December 2008]

The imposition of domination knows no national boundaries or state divisions, nor is it concentrated
in the hands of a minority elite headquartered in a specific part of the world. Power pervades every
part of this world’s metropolises, every human relationship structured according to the capitalist
standards.
The era we live in has all the characteristics of a contemporary war; a war triggered by domination
and counting victims – its only way to perpetuate its existence. For almost four months the unrest
continues in Paris and other cities of the French territory over a proposed new labour law, despite
the intensifying control and repression in response to the recent ISIS attacks and in view of the Euro
tournament. The struggle is manifested by all means, from occupations of squares, theatres,
factories, to attacks against banks, stores, and large-scale clashes with cops.
Without deluding ourselves, we’re able to realise that the future of demand-centred struggles is
doomed and the subjects of social struggles may be carriers of authoritarian logics. However, the
reality of social unrest is the field amid which minorities can develop effective solidarity and
equality relations, where they may find themselves overcoming fear through clashes with cops and
developing the consciousness that the voting of a bill is nothing compared to the existence of laws,
is nothing compared to the existence of every Power.
Let the upheavals in the French territory be another occasion for the encounter and organisation of
our action. The only stance which befits us is the strengthening of combative confrontation, the
reversal of fear, the socialisation of this reality, and the only way to achieve all this is none other
than diversion from normalcy in every part of daily life. Let the broken windows in Besançon, the
sabotage of ATMs, the burning of a police car in Paris, the Molotov cocktails against Toulouse’s
police station become the trigger for realising that revolutionary prospects are widened within
insurrectionary events and through social destabilisation, which is neither self-existent, nor a
parthenogenesis. On the contrary, it’s the goal of polymorphous anarchic struggle, that’s also
responsible for its preparation, for transferring the war to the here and now, away from delegation
logics, away from logics of waiting for ripe social conditions; for promoting the system’s

destabilisation, for making visible the two opposite camps that exist: either with the present world,
or its deniers.
In the early hours of Thursday June 23rd 2016, we set fire to exhibits of the French car dealership
Peugeot-Citroën on Vasilissis Olgas Avenue in Thessaloniki as a minimum gesture of solidarity with
the rebels in the streets of Paris, Toulouse, Lyon and everywhere else.
Anarchist cell ‘Les casseurs’
PS. We dedicate our action not only to rebels across the French territory but also to the anarchist
comrades Yannis Naxakis and Grigoris Sarafoudis [both incarcerated in Greece], who stand secondinstance trial for the bank robbery in Pyrgetos on July 5th 2016 [in the court of appeals on
Loukareos Street, Athens]. Anarchist prisoners are never alone; solidarity that takes the offensive
will break the bars of isolation imposed by domination.
(https://en-contrainfo.espiv.net/2016/06/24/thessaloniki-anarchist-cell-les-casseurs/)
Athens, Greece: Responsibility Claim for the Incendiary Attack Against the Citroen
Dealership on December 6th
You, that robbed us of everything, that place us under the painful scrutiny of systematic surveillance
and uniformed thugs, you, you would be the ones pleading lies about forgiveness.
You drag us from rooftops and houses, from streets and squares, you judge, you order, you cage.
You shoot and you win. And we won’t accept.
As the city glimmers with the flames that dance and not just your cursed lights of captivity, fear
grows in your eyes.
For tonight it is your collaborators, your infrastructure, your damned cars that you will use to chase
us, but at any time it might just be you.
On the evening of December 6th 2019, nine incendiary devices were placed under the same amount
of cars at a Citroen dealership in Athens, for being one of the many that provides the material for
the Greek Police Force to hunt and detain.
Your network will be threatened, your allies will be torched, your suffering will be ensured.
Never forgive.
Towards the total collapse of the police and their bloody supporters.
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/12/13/athens-greece-responsibility-claim-forthe-incendiary-attack-against-the-citroen-dealership-on-december-6th/)

Rostock, Germany: 4 Transport Trucks Belonging to NATO Logistics Partner Deutsche Bahn
Torched
In the morning hours of January 29th 2019, we used the cover of darkness to torch four parked
Deutsche Bahn transporters, resulting in property damage of 100,000 euros.
Every eviction has its price:
The controversy surrounding the eviction of the Black Triangle project in Leipzig, which was
located on unused land owned by Deutsche Bahn, did not pass us by. We don’t want to comment on
the allegations as we don’t want to judge them from a distance. There is no denying overt sexist
behavior and mockery and our solidarity goes to the victims of these abuses. Nevertheless, it was an
attempt to build a space away from the logic of capitalist exploitation. Even though the squatters
were controversial, spaces like the Black Triangle are particularly important in a federal state such
as Saxony and we were shocked by the lack of solidarity from the ‘scene’ in Leipzig. Our solidarity
goes to all radical left-wing projects threatened with eviction, these projects help us come a step
closer to our dream of a liberated society.
War against war:
The subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn, DB Schenker, together with its partner company ESG Electronic
Systems and Logistics Germany, manages a large central warehouse in Kassel-Kaufungen for the
Bundesweher (Armed Forces). The central federal warehouse – ZEBEL, has a total area of around
17,000 square meters. From this hub, the supply of civilian companies and military repair facilities
that repair the Bundeswehr defense systems and vehicles takes place. DB Schenker gives top
priority to war freight transports.
Deutsche Bahn is the leading logistics partner for NATO and responsible for the transport of war
supplies to German troops and their partner the fascist Turkish regime. Deutsche Bahn is directly

profiting from the war against the Kurdish civilian population and the fight against the YPG / YPJ
People’s Defense Units.
Our thoughts are with those who cannot be with us because they are persecuted by the state.
Freedom for everyone!
(https://mpalothia.net/rostock-germany-4-transport-trucks-belonging-to-nato-logistics-partnerdeutsche-bahn-torched/ )

(Berlin) return to sender: the fire of their wars
In the danger zones of Berlin, the police carry out an aggressive spatial occupation by besieging
neighborhoods in Friedrichshain and Neukölln or by occupying public places and parks in
Kreuzberg. Manhunters are in action against young people, against migrants, against outcasts. They
also prepare evictions of occupied spaces. In response to calls for decentralized action, we found
what we were looking for in Marzahn and attacked a truck belonging to the war profiteer DB
Schenker with simple means in the night of May 27th 2020.
In the shadow of the pandemic and the associated media attention, NATO armies carry out their
bloody trade every day on the large and small battlefields of the world.
This is also the case in Rojava. A week ago it was reported that the Turkish state is continuing its
attacks on northern Syria. In the village Şiyûx west of Kobanê two civilians have been injured by
artillery fire. The area west of Kobanê has been under artillery fire from the Turkish occupation
zone around Djarablus for four days. To the west of Ain Issa, artillery attacks have been fired at the
M4 link road and the villages Hoşan and Xalidiyê. The shelling has set fire to fields in the region.
Fighter jets are circling over Ain Issa. In the villages of Cirin, Qeter and Kulik in the region around
Girê Spî (Valley Abyad), Turkish Jihadist occupying forces have set fire to fields.
To the military-civilian complex, this is intended to serve as a decision-making aid for the sensible
members of the corporate management: burning trucks as a reason to stop logistics for the NATO
forces and to withdraw the vehicle fleet from Berlin. Berlin is a dangerous city for DB Schenker
and other companies. Due to the police flooding of some areas, the economy is defenceless against
our attacks in other districts.
Those responsible in the Senate recall the decentralized concepts of autonomous groups: whoever
signs the eviction order for Liebig34 is committing political suicide. Be it through the unsuccessful

siege of certain neighborhoods or the eternally same agitation against the inner enemy; the actors of
the city as a target cannot escape us.
To achieve this, the forces that want a fundamental change do not necessarily have to reorient
themselves and reposition themselves internationally, as the Volcano Group Shut Down the Power
demands in its statement on the attack on the Heinrich Hertz Institute. More consistency and
perseverance in implementing previous strategies can also achieve something.
Sabotage war profiteers until they withdraw from the aggression against Rojava!
Attack everything decentrally until the official renunciation of the eviction terror against rented
flats, occupied spaces and Liebig34 is announced!
(https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/attack-on-truck-of-war-profiteer-db-schenker-in-berlin/)

Berlin: No peace for war profiteers - revenge for Şehîd Sara and all others: DB Schenker
truck set on fire
In Kurdistan, not a day goes by without war. In addition to military operations, the Turkish state is
currently waging a low-intensity war. This means that smaller attacks are continuously being carried
out at various levels (military, supply, etc.). The purpose of the strategy seems to be to wear down
the local people. But it also causes Internationalists worldwide to lose sight of the struggles in
Kurdistan and turn to other issues.

As internationalists we do not see ourselves as supporters but as part of the struggle. But in the
capitalist metropolises we have learned to react reflexively to grievances with short term
campaigns. Unfortunately, this makes us predictable and our actions often retain only symbolic
character. In the case of the attacks on Kurdistan in recent years, we have always responded only to
large-scale military offensives of the Turkish state: We responded to the Turkish attack on Afrin
Canton in January 2018 with the Fight4Afrin campaign https://fight4afrin.noblogs.org/if-afrin-fallsit-will-have-been-too-late/ , and to the attack on Kobanê and Cizîrê Cantons in October 2019 with
the Riseup4Rojava https://riseup4rojava.org/call/ and Fight4Rojava campaigns
https://fight4rojava.noblogs.org/call/ . During the campaigns we have shown how creative and
determined we can be together in the heart of the beast! We have shown how much we reject the
support of the Turkish state in its warfare and take our own risks! We have shown that we know the
profiteers, can name others and make them pay! We have shown that different forms of action
complement each other and that we will not let ourselves be divided!
But even after the campaigns, the slogan "German weapons, German money murder all over the
world!" has lost nothing of its topicality. The economy and politics in the heart of the beast continue
to create the conditions against which our friends in Kurdistan are fighting.
We think that we should not lose focus and instead turn the tables: Break the continuity of the war
and its support with our own continuity of attacks to wear down the profiteers of war. We have to
break with the campaign logic and strategically discuss how we can create a continuity of attacks on
our part together. Our current proposal is that campaign-style attacks should be replaced by
continuous, asymmetric attacks, by which we mean: attacking at unpredictable times, in surprising
places, poorly protected targets whose direct connection to the conflict is not visible at first glance.
We must not lose sight of our goals, even if they are pushed into the background by media attention.
We want to remain focused, even in times when other issues seem more topical at first glance.
Actions with different objectives should always be combined (causing material damage, creating
publicity, etc.). The struggle must remain constant on the streets of Europe to show the war
profiteers that there is no quiet hinterland for them!
We set fire to a DB Schenker truck in Berlin-Lichtenberg in the night from 10 to 11.4.2021. To
prevent the fire from spreading to other nearby objects, our ignition device started in the middle
area of the truck and not at the very front under the driver's cab and engine. To this - and to a
possibly more robust ground protection of the vehicles of this group, we attribute the lower damage.
The company DB Schenker earns its money, among other things, with logistics for NATO forces
and is jointly responsible for armament transports to the Turkish army.

We call for attacks on DB Schenker, which could mean publicly exposing the company or finding
and destroying their trucks parked in the streets. One truck means property damage for the
company, many trucks could cause the company to get out of the defense industry. Since DB
Schenker operates internationally, the company can also be attacked in many places.
We dedicate this action to our friend Sarah Handelmann (Şehîd Sara Dorşîn), who was taken from
us two years ago, on 7.4.2019. She was assassinated by the Turkish Air Force in the mountains of
Southern Kurdistan. Sara, you are immortal and will always be with us in our struggle and our
hearts!
Revenge Unit Şehîd Sara Dorşîn
(https://athens.indymedia.org/post/1612091/, The police reported that the truck's fuel tank and a tire
was severely damaged. After that the fire had gone out.)

Euronet
Promesas de guerra. Fuego y cristales rotos en Madrid.
Durante las últimas semanas del mes de diciembre 2019 fueron decorados, rotas las lunas,
pinchadas las ruedas y/o arrancados los retrovisores de alrededor de 50 motos y 40 coches de
alquiler, del burger king, de inmoibliarias, de seguridad, de bancos… También fueron reventadas las
pantallas de una docena de cajeros.
Un cajero de la Caixa y otro de Santander fueron presa de las llamas. Cuatro coches de alquiler, dos
del banco Santander, dos de inmobiliarias, uno de prosegur y uno de securitas ardieron durante la
noche.
Quizá quedan muy grandes las llamadas a la guerra, no queremos hacer una analogía con otros
lugares del globo en el que el conflicto ha alcanzado cotas de destrucción y muerte que no
contemplamos por aquí. No son estas palabras un ejercicio de alarde, un selfie ególatra. Son
simplemente un muestrario de cosas que suceden, de instantes de pasión en un mundo monótono y
sin sentido. Un intento de potenciar y multiplicar la acción antagónica.
Evitar que un banco abra durante unos días, interrumpir el tránsito de mercancías o dañar
directamente instrumentos de represión es importante y muestra al poder instantáneamente
vulnerable. Asumiendo, claro está, que estos ritmos de destrucción son absolutamente asimilables
por el capital y que se repone de ellos muy rápido.
En cualquier caso, no queremos permanecer pasivxs ante la perpetuación de esta realidad:
continentes enteros convertidos en campos de concentración, ciudades de zombis consumistas que
generan la devastación de la vida en todos sus sentidos, la autoridad y el beneficio subyugando
cualquier tipo de relación…
No queremos caer en la virtualización de la vida y también de la lucha, en la que solo se representa
el espectáculo de la revuelta para que después especialistas de la política de todos los espectros
consideren la legitimidad o no de la acción. No vamos a separar el discurso de la praxis. Actuamos
y hablamos.
Aunque algunas hayamos abandonado la esperanza de futuros idílicos no nos negamos el placer y la
convicción de querer experimentar o imaginar la ausencia de dominación. Apostamos por la
destrucción, pero esta no puede ser únicamente física. El ataque a la autoridad responde a una
responsabilidad individual que nos lleva a querer eliminar elementos que la sustentan, como
nosotrxs mismxs. Llámese deconstrucción, revolución interior o asesinato del policía que llevamos

dentro la conciencia de los privilegios y de la actividad perpetuadora del orden existente es
necesaria. Y ésta no puede mantenernos nunca a la espera, sino que debería funcionar como un
impulso en la convicción de una destrucción necesaria, desde dentro y hacia fuera.
Queremos una lucha multiforme, lo que no implica unas prácticas reformistas sino la búsqueda de
diferentes caminos de confrontación, que no den margen a la recuperación y que no entablen
diálogo con el poder.
No vamos a esperar el momento adecuado ni al “despertar” de las masas. A la eterna promesa e
inevitable demora del cuantitativo oponemos la espontaneidad y pasión de lo cualitativo.
Asumiendo que la lucha por la liberación viene, se sustenta y va siempre hacia el individuo.
Por todxs lxs compañerxs represaliadxs.
Por la liberación total.
Desde y hacia la anarquía.
PROMESAS DE GUERRA
(https://contramadriz.espivblogs.net/2020/03/09/promesas-de-guerra-fuego-y-cristales-rotos-enmadrid/)

[Madrid] The Strength of the Fact: Santander Bank Vehicle Torched
How can we not act in these times of theoretical and practical disarmament of revolutionary forces?
How not to resort, once again, to the force of fact, of direct action, to remember that the struggle
against everything that oppresses us will be the work of the oppressed themselves, or it will not be?
During the night of Thursday, January 9th 2020, a vehicle from the Santander bank was set on fire
in Vallekas. May the struggle continue to strike those who are guilty of our misery. Because we
don’t forget the role of the Santander bank in the repression against the revolt in Chile, because we
don’t forget their dirty business in prisons, because their capitalist greed is evident in every eviction,
because the banks are a key part in the cogwheel of the system that subdues and exploits us, like the
businessmen, like the ministers, like the mayors, like the parliamentarians, like the councilmen, like
the politicians, like the judges, and in short, like the state.
Strength and solidarity to all those who are under attack from the State!
Special greetings to the comrades from Tetuan who were attacked in May and to the comrades
accused of torching an ATM in Madrid on April 11th, 2018!

Anarchists
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2020/01/16/madrid-spain-santander-bank-vehicletorched/)
Berlin: Flames for Liebig34 – Against the City of the Rich
On 2.6 2020 we set fire to four Euronet gmbH ATMs (in Berlin Mitte, Kreuzberg, Friedrichshain
and Neukölln) in solidarity with Liebig 34 and as a warning to the state, capital and its accomplices
what will happen if they try to evict L34.
As the owner of the L34 building and the owner of numerous houses in Berlin, Padovicz rents parts
of his land to Euronet for commercial use. Independently of this, Euronet’s ATMs are part of the
capitalist infrastructure and capital’s plans for the total gentrification of our neighbourhoods. A city
is being created, which is centrally involved in the best possible exploitation of mass tourism, and
neighbourhoods are being planned which are intended for residents who do not care about fees for
withdrawing money.
In such a city, of course, there is no place for anti-hierarchical and self-governing open spaces like
the anarcho-queer-feminist housing project such as Liebig 34, which Padovicz, state and capital
want to replace with a money machine that serves capital and allows capital to emerge.
Of course, we do not hope for redemption from the courts and we know that the justice system
serves the interests of capital.
What we want are occupied houses and decentralized actions in solidarity with Liebig 34 and as a
counter-attack on the state and capital.
We are fed up with the plans of Padovicz and all the other rent sharks!
We will meet on the streets of rage!
Liebig 34 will stay!
Solidarity greetings to the uprisings in Minneapolis and the other cities in the USA!
Revenge for George Floyd!
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2020/06/03/berlin-germany-flames-for-liebig34against-the-city-of-the-rich/)

Athens: Taking responsibility for the attack on American company Euronet in solidarity with
Dimitris Koufontinas

Dimitris Koufontinas, fighter of the 17 November Revolutionary Organization, has been on hunger
strike since 8th January, demanding to be transferred to Korydallos prison. The right-wing
administration, extending the state of emergency and making it permanent, suspended its own
legislation to avenge the unrepentant and militant stance of D. Koufontinas.
Thus, he was transferred from the rural prisons of Kassavetia to the prison of Domokou, with a false
document that allegedly presented him as being in Korydallos prison.
Constantly in the crosshairs of the Greek and American states, D. Koufontinas goes on a hunger
strike for the umpteenth time, claiming the basic rights acquired against the revenge of democracy.
The hardening of the anti-terrorist regulation in the prisons in the person of D. Koufontina,
foreshadows the treatment reserved by the State for the militant prisoners in conflict with the
regime. This is confirmed daily by the outrageous Sofia Nikolaou with her statements and
interviews, describing the state plan for the extermination of the political opponents of domination.
As a minimum sign of solidarity with the hunger strike of Dimitris Koufontinas as well as the 2
other hunger strikers Nikos Maziotis and Giannis Dimitrakis we chose to attack with paint and
hammers on Thursday 28/1/2021, causing damage to the Euronet headquarters right next to
Kallithea Stavros Niarchos Foundation’s cultural centre. This company is an American provider of
electronic payment services, based in Kansas, which offers worldwide automated cash registers
(ATMs), point of sale (POS) services, credit / debit card services, currency exchange and other
online financial services and payment software. As of 2019, Euronet serves 50,000 ATMs and
330,000 point of sale terminals in 170 countries.
FIRE AND FLAMES IN ALL CELLS
SOLIDARITY TO THE FIGHTER DIMITRIS KOUFONTINAS ON HUNGER STRIKE FROM
8/1
AND TO THE 2 HUNGER STRIKERS NIKOS MAZIOTIS, GIANNIS DIMITRAKIS
Anarchists
(https://mpalothia.net/athens-greece-taking-responsibility-for-the-attack-on-american-companyeuronet/)

SODEXO EUROVIA
France : 10 vehicles of jail constructor up in smoke
In Limoges, France, in the industrial zone of Magret, flames ravaged ten trucks and three sheds
belonging to Eurovia, a subsidiary company of the Vinci multinational which is particularly
involved in the construction of new prisons, as well as developing the devastating project of the
Notre-Dame-des-Landes airport.
The vehicles were stationed in two storage areas twenty metres apart. Ignition devices were placed
on the truck tyres. They consisted of a bottle filled with petrol with a candle and a firelighter. The
damage is estimated to be at least one million euros, not counting the long delays at the construction
sites as a result. Build cages, get back our rage

June 9, 2015
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2015/06/23/france-10-vehicles-of-jail-constructor-up-in-smoke/)
Paris: Enemies of this World – Incendiary Action Against Vinci and SNCF
We think that direct action is also a way to escape the impasses of the middle-class activist swamp
and its unoffensive slogans and common practices that are uncritically accepted and all to often
remain a dead end. Alone, associated for a night or for life- according to the needs of each- let’s
leave the dogmas behind and choose the chaos of life. For the defenders of this world we are
criminals. We are simply its enemies and we are proud of it.

On the night of Thursday, October 11th to the 12th 2018, on rue d’Hautpoul in the 19th
arrondissement of Paris, a utility van of prison construction company Vinci and a car of SNCF (who
hunt the poor and undocumented) were torched.
A thought for Krème, for the comrade incarcerated for the Limoges gendarmerie arson and for the
anarchists who are facing trial in Italy (Scripta Manent and Panico).
Long live anarchy, long live freedom!
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2018/10/18/paris-enemies-of-this-world-incendiary-action-againstvinci-and-sncf/)

Saint-Etienne, Burning Equipment and Reflections Against Those Who Make Use of It
We still remember skimming the assemblies, the furious streets, the blockades, the occupied
squares. We remember diving into the posters, the leaflets, and the journals [1]. We were open in
our words and encounters, avid and impatient to have it out with this world we were born into and
that makes us die a little more each day. Raised on the morality of class, we approached the
workers.Were they not our allies by definition? We dreamed of Haymarket, while most others
dreamed of their buying power and a good retirement. We wanted to burn it down, they wanted to
work better. We were too restless at work to not become disillusioned through contact with the
exploited. This text is a distant echo of the nocturnal arson of May 14 and 16, 2019. These were
attacks against work, of course, but also against all those who contribute to perpetuating it.

Saint-Etienne, two in the morning… With quiet steps, we approached the site of this monstrous
public works. The gate is open. We hesitate, we’re afraid, but the desire for action dissipates our
apprehensions. We enter then separate. Each participant in the raid knows what to do. A subtle blend
of anticipation and improvisation. Each prepares their vehicle, making no distinction between those
of the company and individuals. Someone gives the signal. Suddenly, the lights above are joined by
flames. We regrouped and rushed into the night.
What we destroyed is part of the means of production. The morality of class tells us that the
labouring class, and it alone, can sabotage these means within the framework of their balance of
power with the exploiting class. With the exception of a few Luddite moments, sabotage has never
attained truly destructive intentions or intensities. This same morality insists as well that the
labouring class should reappropriate the means of production. We won’t go on about historical
examples because we don’t care. The people’s airports, prisons, and highways, we hate them all
anyway. The means of production that make them possible should only be annihilated. And we
won’t wait for the exploited to have a revelation to arm our resolve. Class struggle is a scam, since
all classes reproduce themselves through work. Profit and power for some, salaries for others.
Together, an indissoluble community of interest. Co-management. And you want us to march on
May Day in the middle of this stinking, crawling crowd! No, we are filled with rage against work,
its harm crushes our lives.
Its tricky to write about responsibility, especially when it is individual. For ourselves, we try to
navigate between the shores of the doctrines of free will and absolute determinism. Those who
unluckily crash on one side or the other are good reference points to orient our craft. We recognize
that to a highly variable degree, individuals are always responsible for their actions.
Beyond the role their activity [2] plays for their class, the “workforce” retains their subjectivity and
their power to act in all situations. Precisely where their power is found is also their responsibility.
Those who resonate with these premises can begin to shift their gaze away from the state and
capital to see the countless ordinary responsible parties. Those who lock doors. Who search bodies.
Who assign grades. Who experiment in the laboratory. Who drive across the country to sell soda.
Who automatically prescribe drugs, who sleep in their military uniform, who push their shopping
cart, who drive a big rig, who go on ski trips, who install digital locks. Who take the subway, who
slink down the street, crawl in the office, come home from the factory, pour back beers, enslave
their wives, eat in restaurants, follow fashion trends, who sleep like the dead. Only to then swallow
three coffees and start it all over again. Eight hours a day, 250 days a year, for forty years of life.

For a salary, these ordinary responsible parties aggravate the conditions of everyone around them,
murder what is beautiful until the Earth weeps. And yet, this herd of workers doesn’t trash their
work site or the means of production. So we will continue to do so. Because it’s necessary.
Two days later, new Vinci [3] vehicles will sleep on the pavement. In a week, the quarry will
relaunch its extractive machinery. Our acts are as useless as their consequences are ephemeral. And
regardless of similar actions, there won’t be chaos. We attack only for ourselves, to make and
remake the intimate experience of our refusal of this world. The meaning and consistency of our
lives emerges only in these few seconds.
Raptors of Rajas
Translator’s notes :
1] These are probably references to participation in actions around the Yellow Vest movement in
France
2] Even more ambiguous in the original
3] Vinci, one of Europe’s largest companies, was also behind the airport at Notre-Dame-DesLandes, of ZAD infamy. A preferred target for incendiary actions.
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2019/07/03/burning-equipment-and-reflections-against-those-whomake-use-of-it/)

Leipzig, Germany: 2 Eurovia Vinci Excavators Torched in Solidarity with Imprisoned
Comrades
Prison Profiteers Attacked – Excavators Torched – Solidarity with the Park Bench 3
During the night of October 11th 2019, we set fire to two Eurovia Vinci excavators.
Vinci, as a global company, has shown many times in the past and in the present that it apologizes
for NOTHING and that it is ready to accept any order, no matter how dirty.
This can be seen in many examples, especially in the construction project of an airport near Nantes
(France), where the now evicted ZAD was located. Here Vinci, in cooperation with the French
government, want to clear 200 hectares of forest to build the third largest airport in France.
However, this project was prevented by militant and civil society protests.
Vinci is also involved in the construction of prisons making them a part of a system of domination
and oppression.
This domination was opposed by some determined people at the G7 summit in Biarritz. Despite the
military isolation of the city, they succeeded in penetrating the city of Bayonne north of Biarritz and
letting their rage run free. This action in resulted in a total of 68 arrests, 38 of whom were remanded
in custody.
Vinci’s machinations are against our idea of a just and liberated society, which is why the company
and its infrastructure were and will remain our targets. Look around – there are many Vinci
construction sites.
Fire and flames against repression!
Solidarity with the G7 prisoners and the Autobahn 3!
Solidarity with the Park Bench 3!
Freedom for Loic!
Freedom for all prisoners!
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/10/11/leipzig-germany-2-eurovia-vinciexcavators-torched-in-solidarity-with-imprisoned-comrades/)
Paris: Fire against a Vinci van
During the night of 21-22 January 2020, a Vinci van was set on fire in the 20th arrondissement of
Paris (rue Gambon).

Vinci builds prisons (and other shit, the open-air prison, made of misery, exploitation and control).
It is thought that it is urgent to revive a conflicting practice against the prison system, the prisons,
those who build them, those who make them exist.
As a beautiful communiqué from Madrid puts it, “how can we not act, in an era of theoretical and
practical disarmament of revolutionary forces?”.
Solidarity with those who resist, within these walls. Solidarity with those who struggle outside.
A thought for the three anarchists on trial in Hamburg and for the comrade Lisa, in prison for
robbery.
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2020/02/03/paris-fire-against-a-vinci-van/)
Berlin: Arson Against GA Tec and Eurovia Vinci Vans
Practical solidarity with the defendants of the trials in Hamburg and the rebellious prisoners.
The proceedings concerning the G20 in Hamburg are continuing, the Park Bench 3
proceedings are continuing. The vehicles of the prison profiteers burn with a crackling sound
during Berlin’s Corona Nights. This is the minimum that can be done, considering the riots in
many prisons around the world in recent weeks:
March 9, riots in 27 Italian prisons, at least 8 prisoners killed, 6 of them in Modena.
Mid-March, riots in several Spanish prisons, including in Brians.
Since March 31, riots in 13 Colombian prisons, 23 prisoners killed, numerous escapes.
March 23, 9 prisoners escape from South Dakota Women’s Prison, USA.
Late March / early April, massive revolts and breakouts in Iranian prisons.
April 6, mutiny in Cordoba prison, Argentina.
Riots in the prison of Qoubbeh, in Tripoli / Lebanon.
April 9, mutiny in Irktutsk, Russia.
Mid-April, strike in Korydallos prison, rebellion in Eleonas Women’s Prison, Greece.
On April 18th 2020, a GA Tec van was torched a Falkplatz in Prenzlauer Berg and 3 days later
a Eurovia Vinci vehicle was torched at Lichtenburg station. GA Tec is owned by the Sodexo
Consortium, operates private prisons in England and is part of the deportation industry in
Germany. Eurovia Vinci builds prisons and other misanthropic projects and operates TollCollect, a private surveillance agency. Both companies are regularly attacked around the
world and therefore offer themselves as sustainable targets.

Anonymous authors correctly recognized in the paper “A few thoughts on urban policy in
times of technological attack” – Autonomes Blättchen #40, that different cities are competing
with each other for locations for new technologies and the corresponding image. Furthermore
they want to determine further the practical approach and suggest focusing the resistance on
individual actors. Specifically they want to oppose Tesla, Google, Zalando and Amazon. One
strength of the campaign against DHL was that their vehicles were parked everywhere. Even
in the campaign against Castor Transports, it was easy to find DB and Vattenfal vehicles. The
weakness of militant campaigns has always been a creeping end before the enemy kneels;
with a few exceptions (NOlympia 1993 or Frank Henkel 2016). Campaigns end because
targets become few, other issues become more important, or because it seems too risky.
With the tech industry as the primary field of intervention, the limits of militant small groups
are quickly reached, those of open groups are not. The addition of different levels of
resistance requires self-confident open structures that do not distance themselves from attacks.
And the readiness for a continuous but asymmetrical practice of clandestine connections.
Projects such as the Berliner Liste a few years ago, can be continued endlessly and are always
topical. The trick is not to get bogged down by arbitrariness in the selection of targets, or, as
the above text puts it, not to be target-oriented, nor to become predictable.
The image of the city of Berlin suffers when companies cannot give their employees the
vehicles they need to get home. Insecurity is our factor. Many sparks increase the chance of a
larger fire. The tech industry can only remain virtual without the companies building their
temples, guarding them, separating the superfluous. So our proposal is based on an easily
imitated riotous arson campaign against the whole range of urban political actors to attack
everything that is necessary for the functioning of their kind of city in accordance with
methods that are unpredictable for them.
Freedom and happiness for the prisoners – decay for the profiteers of the prison society!
Autonomous Groups
(https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=12389)

Explosive Attack on Prison Profiteers Sodexo in Santiago, Chile
OUR COMMON MINIMUM: INSURRECTIONAL ACTION
Since March 22, different subversive and anarchist prisoners carried out a hunger strike to demand
the repeal of D.L 321, the freedom of comrade Marcelo Villarroel and the prisoners of the revolt.
Faced with this scenario of anti-prison warfare, we point out:
1. During the night of the 11th of Black May 2021 and prior to the curfew we detonated an
explosive device in front of the SODEXO company for its responsibility in the daily misery
that tortures thousands of prisoners in the prisons of the Chilean democracy. SODEXO is in
charge of the concession of the Antofagasta, Iquique, La Serena, Rancagua and El Manzano
prisons. The joint work between the Gendarmerie, the Chilean State-Police and private
capital make up a triad that shows the lucrative business of the prisons-companies,
annihilating the dignity of the prison population based on their economic interests and the
social order of the rich and powerful.
2. We warmly greet the comrades who carried out a hunger strike for 50 days, demonstrating
that the combative imprisonment is a tool of resistance to prison submission, at the same
time that it spreads the germ of action in the streets. It is vital to maintain a combat rhythm
that accompanies the intra-prison mobilization processes, understanding that the fight for the
liberation of our prisoners and their confinement conditions is long-term and without rest.
3. In a context of police and military control, the attack is possible, it only depends on our will
and spirit to fight. In this sense, the discourse that all revolutionary action is assembly only
affects the fighting spirit of those who organize and rise up with dignity in the face of the
enemy, devaluing a history of struggle that advances with hundreds of imprisoned comrades,
wounded and dead. If we do not believe in our capabilities, the construction of a new world
will only be a chimera; we call to organize the attack in all territories and realities.
4. In this Black May, we remember our comrade Mauricio Morales who died 12 years ago in
action trying to attack the Gendarmerie School. The memory is kept alight in the streets and
in the multiform action; only those who are forgotten die.
WE CELEBRATE THE OFFENSIVE AND SABOTAGE IN THE WALLMAPU!
WE GREET THE REVOLT IN COLOMBIAN TERRITORY!
TO RETURN TO THE STREETS TO CRUSH THE ENEMY AND REFORMISM!

THIS WEEKEND, TO VOTE IS TO VALIDATE THE PACT OF THE POLITICAL CLASS AND
CHEAT THE SPILLED BLOOD!
By anarchy we will win, we will live in autonomy.
Revolutionary Cells Nicolás Neira
NOTE> The 15-year-old anarkopunk comrade Nicolás Neira died after being hit by a tear gas
canister fired by the ESMAD police during the May 1 clashes in Colombia *.

(https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/explosive-attack-on-prison-profiteers-sodexo-in-santiagochile/)

Hertz
Athens: Claim of an incendiary attack against Hertz by “December Nights” (6.12.20)
During this past year, no matter how many things have changed, one has remained as before: the
benediction of Chrisochoidis [Ministry for the protection of citizens] and Koulis [nickname given to
prime minister, Mitsotakis] to all the abominations of the police. Néa Dimokratía has announced
that the police will be in the frontline in bringing about their politic. It would seem that the
government has given them total control in the city management. The new normal framework is
made up of police units, checks, fines, harassment and beatings.
This is the situation we are living in each day. The paradox is that almost everyone considers this
normal. The growing repression, especially over these days, makes us even more angry. Seeing how
the cops are behaving we remember even more intensely that the same scum, with the same State
responsibility, killed our young comrade 12 years ago.
However, if we are spontaneously angry at the behaviour of the police, they are not the only ones
responsible. The responsibility also falls on the shoulders of all those who support and facilitate the
disgrace they call work. Hertz has worked with the Greek police over recent months, supplying
them with vehicles. Vehicles with which the cops can control more places and travel through cities
more easily to intimidate and arrest anyone they don’t like faster.
As a result of these reflections, in the early morning of December 6th [2020], the day after the
murder of Alexandros Grigoropoulos by the cop Korkoneas and his accomplice Saraliotis, we set
fire to a Hertz vehicle, in Sygrou Avenue.

A small tribute to the memory of Alexandros and all the dead comrades. A minimal response to the
existence of the cops and the State. A small breath of freedom in the suffocating grip of the
metropolis.
AGAINST EVERY FORM OF OPPRESSION
LET US NOT GET USED TO REPRESSION
December Nights
(https://web.archive.org/web/20210122132018/https://actforfree.nostate.net/?p=36237)
Incendiary Attack on Hertz Truck in Berlin for Dimitris Koufontinas
Since January 8, Dimitris Koufontinas has been on hunger strike to achieve his transfer to
Korydallos prison. Previously, the Greek government of Nea Dimokratia had transferred him from a
prison near Volos to the high security prison of Domokos. This as part of its policy of revenge
against prisoners in general and especially against Koufontinas as a prisoner of the Revolutionary
Organization November 17.
For us, this matter takes on significance in that Dimitris is one of the few convicts of November 17
who did not repent in court and was the only one to take political responsibility for the group’s
actions.
Even though the RO 17 November has been disbanded for almost twenty years, it remains forever
as a link in history that creates a continuity from the resistance against the German occupation of
Greece until 1944, through the struggle against the right-wing terror in the Civil War until 1949 and
the resistance against the military dictatorship of the Obrists from 1967 – 1974, and since then
continues to express itself in the social struggles against any regime in this country.
Despite different theoretical and practical analyses and concepts, November 17 has been one of the
armed groups in Europe whose anti-imperialist and communist tendency, despite some criticisms,
continues to be a positive reference point for the anarchist struggle in the streets, which for us can
be seen in the numerous attacks of solidarity.
In order to emphasize the demands of Dimitris Koufontinas and to give strength to those who are
currently distributing fire in the Greek cities for this conflict, we attacked an equipment supplier of
the Greek police on the night of February 18.
Inspired by an attack on a Hertz car rental in Athens in December , we set fire to a Hertz truck in
Hönower Weg in Lichtenberg. Hertz provides vehicles to the Greek police, especially to the OPKE

unit. Whether Hertz does this for free, as is sometimes claimed, or at very favorable conditions, this
company is thus tangible to our rage. Hold out, Dimitris!
Our struggle is not finished until all prisoners are free!
Autonomous Group “Sigurd Debus” – Every burning Hertz is a Revolutionary Cell.
(https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/incendiary-attack-on-hertz-truck-in-berlin-for-dimitriskoufontinas/)

Lille: Vandalism against Hertz
During the night of March 9th in Lille, we vandalized a van of the Hertz group with these tags:
“COLLABOS* / KILL THE GREEK POLICE”.
Hertz is a company that has been collaborating with the Greek police for some months, providing
them with vehicles. They help the Greek state in its repressive actions.
We send all our affection to the Greek friends who burn the streets every night.
Solidarity with Dimitris Koufontinas.
Fire to the prisons!

*(Chiefly in the context of the German occupation of France during the Second World War) a
person who collaborates with an enemy; a collaborator.
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2021/03/18/lille-vandalism-against-hertz/)
Berlin: Hertz van consigned to the flames - Against constitutional courts and curfews
18.04.2021
Last week the rent cap was overturned by the Constitutional Court. This rent cap meant for many
Berliners to be able to afford an apartment in their hometown.(*)
The verdict now not only makes this impossible but also means large repayments to the fucking
landlords. Such a mess must not remain unanswered. That's why we set fire to a Hertz van in the
street Zur Börse. Hertz equips the Greek cops, so with pleasure they can be the target of this tenant
reaction.
In addition, this crappy restriction to move is also unacceptable. We will not be locked up for
months! Should the nationwide curfew come from 9 p.m. you should rather think twice to let your
company cars parked around in our neighborhoods. We have enough of the shit and will try not to
let you rest.
We join the call from Leipzig last winter!
Uprising instead of curfew!
Fire instead of constitutions!
(source http://kontrpolioglnxrcdwwxfszih4pifyidfjgq4ktfdu6uh4nn35vjtuid.onion/3230/)

Implenia & Siemens
Brussels
Three in one – On the 10th of March 2013, unknown arsonists put fire to an office building in
Anderlecht (Brussels) occupied by Siemens, Fujitsu and Cytec. Damage was considerable; three
fires were discovered and it took the firemen 4 hours to extinguish the fire, because the fire spread
into the fake ceilings and the isolation of the walls. Siemens is a big player on the international
market of industrial technologies destroying the planet (from weaponry to nuclear, from factory
technologies over train transport to household appliances); Fujitsu excells in the technological
development and telecommunication transforming the world in a mega-machine with the human
being as an accessory, while Cytes is a chemical plant producing high quality plastic like you can
find everywhere on the fields, beaches, in the rivers and in the middle of the oceans.
(https://en-contrainfo.espiv.net/2013/04/15/belgium-recent-attacks-and-disorder/)

Basel, Switzerland Advent, Advent two cars burning
Like a black thread it runs through history - the rebellious violence against dominion in all colors
and shades.
Despite all attempts at integration, all repression, all apparent hopelessness and confusion, the
passion of freedom continues to blaze today.
In the night from Saturday to Sunday 17.12.2018, this fire spilled over to two vehicles:

First, a car from Siemens. Through its history - of active involvement in Nazism, the manufacture
of war and control equipment, and the development of so-called 'smart' technologies - this company
has repeatedly been targeted by the insurgents. In this context, technological progress is anything
but a neutral process, but rather the next stage in the history of capitalist expropriation.
On the other hand, a delivery truck of the construction company Implenia, which earns its money
from the construction of today's prisons, camps and repression temples.
Let this old world perish!
Long live anarchy!
(https://barrikade.info/article/1715)

Vienna, Austria: Arson against Implenia and Kent
On the night of January 28th 2019, we set fire to a construction machine that was located on a
Implenia company’s construction site. Implenia is one of the main responsible companies working
on the extension of the deportation prison "Bässlergut" in Basel. As a result, they are instrumental in
further expanding the deportation industry.
On the same night, we set fire to a vehicle owned by the Kent restaurant chain. For years, they have
openly carried a support of the fascist government in Turkey and its dictator Erdogan. This
government is committing a genocide against the Kurdish population and on revolutionary people
who have joined the fight for Rojava.

They were flames of revenge. Revenge for the persecution and recent condemnation of Basel 18.
Allies*, who decided to unload their anger in June 2016 and made a wild demonstration in central
Basel to fight against racism, repression and deportation. On this demo, institutions and companies
were attacked that push this shit.
They were flames of anger. Anger at the European deportation system and the fundamental problem
of national territories. This system tortures, murders and deports people against their will. It
prevents people from living their lives self determined and dignified. It makes people criminals due
to origin and skin color.
They were flames of solidarity. Solidarity with the revolutionary forces of Rojava. Every day they
stand up against the fascists of the Turkish army and at the same time work on a collective model of
society.
As well we send our solidarity and our brightest smile to the people who are in jail and remain
resisting. We have not forgotten you.
Here and everywhere nothing is over everything continues!
Long live anarchist solidarity!
Fire to the facists and their alliances!
Solidarity with the Basel 18!
Solidarity with the revolutionary forces of Rojava!
(https://barrikade.info/article/1834)
Freiburg, Germany: Burn All Prisons and Those Who Build Them
During the night of Thursday, 24.10.2019, an Implenia Group company car was torched on the
Tullastraße in Freiburg im Breisgau. Implenia is one of the largest construction companies in
Switzerland and is internationally active. In Switzerland, the company is famous for the
construction of the Bässlergut deportation prison. The Bässlergut is a prison with a penal system
and deportation detention directly on the border with Germany. As part of the new legislation, part
of it has now been converted into a so-called federal camp. These are further steps in the
authoritarian management of refugees in Switzerland, in which the mass processing of people takes
place in a centralized manner. Registration, administration and deportation is the motto.
Implenia is currently building an extension of the prison and is thus making a direct contribution to
the expansion of the federal prison system. Over the past two years, Implenia has therefore
repeatedly been the target of actions directed against a world of walls and borders. Unfortunately,

these actions remain isolated in Switzerland and individual cities such as Berlin. We would like to
spread this fight, draw attention to it and motivate more groups to focus on the prison profiteers.
The Squatting Days are currently taking place here in Freiburg. Houses are occupied and the
profiteers of vacancy and gentrification are shown that they can no longer continue their inhuman
work undisturbed. Whether it is repression through revaluation and eviction or through justice and
imprisonment, the logic behind it is always the same.
Fiery greetings to the Anti-Prison Days in Berlin and Warsaw and to everyone behind the walls!
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/10/26/freiburg-germany-burn-all-prisons-andthose-who-build-them/)
Neu-Isenburg, Germany: Siemens company truck torched
Yesterday, in the night of 24.4.2021 we set a SIEMENS company transporter in Neu-Isenburg on
fire with an incendiary device. We ensured that people would not be injured and that other vehicles
would not come to harm.
We see ourselves as part of a worldwide movement that strives for a revolutionary upheaval.
Therefore, we have decided to carry the struggle of the Kurdish freedom movement here as well.
We live in the same oppressive system that fights ideas of a liberated society and cooperates with
fascism.
The lived utopia of the liberated areas in Rojava has an enormous radiance with its steps to
overcome capitalism and patriarchy. In their lived practice we see many of our feminist utopias
implemented and taken further. In the never-ending revolution, an ecology-conscious economy and
new society is being built.
We need these places of reinvention, we need these places that show us concrete alternatives. And
we are aware that they will therefore always be a thorn in the side of the rulers. No state in
globalized capitalism will allow an alternative and will therefore always fight it with violence and
propaganda. Here, our protests, occupied houses and organizational structures are fought with
repression. The revolution in Northern Kurdistan is fought with drones and bombs. In the process,
from the belly of the beast, we are cooperating with fascist regimes like Turkey, supplying weapons
and profiting from the war. In Rojava, the low-intensity war continues daily, with drones flying over
the cities every day in an attempt to crush the hopes of the people. Meanwhile, the next large-scale
attack is being prepared diplomatically and militarily.
Like the fighters in the mountains and Kurdish villages, we choose the means of self-defense. These
are the same dreams that we have to defend together against the capitalist system and its war
technology!

Here in the metropolises there are companies that earn money from surveillance and military
industries, that put people in great suffering in wars and fight uprisings. One of these companies is
SIEMENS.
The corporation has traditionally been involved in the arms industry and in equipping governments
in various ways. Already in World War II, SIEMENS supplied the Wehrmacht with electrical
equipment and enslaved at least 50,000 forced laborers and concentration camp prisoners to work
for them.
In the U.S., it has a subsidiary called Siemens Government Technologies. SGT provides
„digitization and modernization concepts“ for U.S. military bases and government buildings,
working closely with the Pentagon and other U.S. departments. The company is also directly
involved in the defense business. Dresser-Rand is a group of engineering companies belonging to
SIEMENS Energy. Its main products are turbomachinery such as steam turbines, gas turbines and
compressors in the medium and larger power range. However, Dresser-Rand is also an engineering
supplier for hundreds of U.S. Navy ships, all nuclear submarines, and all aircraft carriers with steam
and gas turbines and compressors.
SIEMENS PLM also produces software for the aerospace and defense industry; these are mostly
control systems for the communication of various components of weapons systems or the like. The
group is heavily involved in software solutions for 3D printing processes used in the defense
industry.
SIEMENS also builds the laser radar system „Albis“ for guns and generators in warships and tanks.
SIEMENS has received extensive orders for the infrastructure of Turkish fascism in recent years.
This includes the construction of the largest wind turbine park in Turkey. SIEMENS is cooperating
with „Türkerler-Kalyon“ for this purpose and is building, among other things, a factory for the
construction of wind turbines in Turkey. The company is investing around $1 billion for this.
SIEMENS AG is also hoping to receive 35 billion euros for the construction of a high-speed rail
network in Turkey. Turkey has set itself the goal of being an international rail freight hub, under the
slogan „Resurrection of the ancient Silk Road“.
New high-speed railroads and trains are to be built on the tracks of the historic Berlin-Baghdad
railroad in Turkey. The first 300 km/h Velaro high-speed train built by SIEMENS was able to start
operation in February 2015 on the Ankara-Konya line. The necessary investments are supported by
loans from the European Bank for Development and Reconstruction and the European Investment
Bank (EIB), among others.

In addition, the Turkish Navy purchased U.S. type „Perry“ submarines, which incorporate the
SIEMENS „Albis“ radar system and „Dresser-Rand“ turbines.
Until 2010, the Group held a 49% stake in tank manufacturer Kraus-Maffei-Wegmann. It is
interesting to note that in 2007 and 2008, shortly before the sale by SIEMENS, the largest deliveries
of Leopard 2 tanks to Turkey took place. As a result, KMW experienced a large increase in value,
which gave SIEMENS greater profits when it sold its shares.
Therefore, with a burning SIEMENS car, we send a sign against belligerent capitalism in general
and the support of fascist Turkey in particular. We will defend the revolution everywhere!
„They can cut off the flowers, they will not be able to stop the spring.“
Bexwedan Jiyane! Resistance is life!
Command Şehîd Lêgerîn Çiya (Alîna Sanchez)
Şehîd Lêgerîn, an internationalist from Argentina fought in the medical field as part of the YPJ in
Rojava and fell in Heseke on March 17, 2018. With her determination and hope, she is an
inspiration and role model for us.
(https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=14566)

Nissan
Berlin: Attack Against Deutsche Telekom & Nissan – From Berlin to Greece & Worldwide –
Fire and Flames to the State, Capital and the Bosses!
In the morning hours of 13th of December 2019, we set fire to five company cars and one radio
antenna on the Deutsche Telekom premises at Hannemannstraße in Berlin-Britz as well as to two
cars in front of the Nissan car dealership at Gärtnerstraße in Berlin-Alt-Hohenschönhausen.
Our attacks are aimed at two companies that are globally involved in securing the rule of power and
enriching themselves by it, including in Greece, where the current government is threatening to
evict all occupied houses and social centers and where those who do not allow themselves to be
pushed into the neoliberal norm are subject to massive attacks by the state:
→ Deutsche Telekom, as the biggest european company for Telecommunications, which, profiting
from the crisis, bought parts of the former state company Hellenic Telecommunications
Organization S.A. (greek: OTE A.E.) and is now a 45% shareholder. With its subsidiary T-Systems,
the Deutsche Telekom is worldwide leading in service for security authorities, industry and the
energy sector.

→ Nissan, as a company, which supplies the greek repression authorities. In June 2019 four Nissan
Qashqai Diesel 4×4 and two Nissan Navara for the Criminal Investigation Unit (Δ.Ε.Ε. Διεύθυνση
Εγκληματολογικών Ερευνών – forensic division) as well as one Nissan NV400 for the anti-riotcops

(M.A.T. – Μονάδες Αποκατάστασης Τάξης – Monades Apokatastasis Taxis) were
ceremonially granted to the cops in front of their academy in Amygdaleza, in the north of Athens.
We chose this moment because it was in December 2008, when the assassination of Alexis by the
cop Korkoneas in Exarchia, Athens, triggered a social revolt that was accompanied by a multitude
of international attacks on the symbols of state and capital and their murderous functionaries.

11 years later, living conditions have not improved either here or there. Rather, the social war is
intensifying worldwide. The gap between rich and poor continues to widen. The triumphant march
of neoliberalism produces a mass of excluded people who are denied the possibility of social
participation. Expelled and parked on the margins of the metropolis or in slums, they are declared
enemies, who should be monitored and oppressed. Walls and fences, private security services,
intelligent cameras and highly equipped police units are the clearest expression of an increasingly
militarized territory in which, under the disguise of security, war is being waged against the poor.
New technologies and the associated digital access to our lives enable new and more subtle
techniques of governance. The thousands and thousands of data that are produced every day are
intended to make any action calculable and controllable. With Predictive Policing, the foresighted
cop, a tool was created that sorts people according to stereotypes and thus creates the criminals of
the future. Such technologies are embedded in the restructuring of cities into Smart Cities, the

implementation of which companies such as Deutsche Telekom are constantly working on with 5G
infrastructure projects or smart traffic systems, lanterns, waste management and much more.
However, this is by no means to enable a better life for all, but to enable the totalitarian idea of
comprehensive control of the city and its population through practical solutions.
The technological attack is so successful because humans are actually collective beings. Part of the
neo-liberal agenda was and is the destruction of this very collectivity in order to reassemble it in
line with the market through digital domination. Driven by the fear of being excluded, even
outlawed, and by the supposed joys that Virtual Reality has to offer us, we ourselves weave on the
net that encloses us. The state of isolation in the cities or the disregard of rural communities leads
many into the arms of the constructed national community and therefore parties like the AfD get a
influx of followers. Fighting the rise of fascism by integrating ideas of solidarity and collectivity
into social struggles, is therefore certainly a task for the coming time.

As it is happening in other countries at the moment, the abolished leftist government in Greece has
prepared the ground for the new rise of a right-wing conservative regime. The past phase of Syriza’s
government should have clearly demonstrated to those in doubt that participation in power must
fulfill the conditions of capitalist constraints and that no emancipatory project can stand on

democratic parliamentary feet. To name these contradictions, to reject any domination by others, not
to compromise and not to recognize the authority of a hostile system are part of the anarchist idea.
We feel connected with the rebels worldwide, who are currently in many different places in the
world, especially where the state-social partnership is not developed to the smallest detail, those
who let the sparks of resistance grow into a widespread fire of social uprising. While in Athens selforganized and revolutionary structures are being defended and state and capital being attacked, we
are fighting the same struggle here, in which we aim at the profiteers of capitalist domination. We
do this with the consciousness that the infrastructure and the flow of goods are elementary
components of it. We send our flaming greetings especially to those who fight against the regime of
Nea Demokratia in Greece as well as worldwide to all those people who revolt against authority, are
in prison for it or who have to flee.
Anarchists
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/12/13/berlin-germany-attack-against-deutschetelekom-nissan-from-berlin-to-greece-worldwide/)

No Border No Nation – Fire at a defense company in Berlin
Nissan is one of the largest internationally active manufacturers of operation vehicles for police
forces, private security companies and the military. At the moment, vans and off-road vehicles from
the Japanese group are products that stand up to the competition on the market.

For example, the Hellenic Police recently announced that it would make the Nissan Qashqai the
new main model of its vehicle fleet. 790 of these jeeps have been ordered from Nissan. (1) They
will be used especially for border protection in rural areas, but also for special units such as
"OPKE". Furthermore, the ND (Nea Demokratia) regime has ordered new and smaller vans from
Nissan in order to show more presence in the winding streets of the cities, where the hunt for people
is no less intense.

On these vehicles is the blood of countless people, to whom the EU and the Greek state offer
nothing but jail and death on their escape routes. Also the blood of our comrades, which resist the
new junta. And so the blood is also on the hands of those responsible at Nissan. We will make them
pay dearly for this.
In Germany, too, the war against migrants continues unabated. Just last Wednesday, hundreds of
people were deported to Afghanistan via Berlin. To a country whose population has been brought
into one bloody conflict after another, which has cost countless people their lives, not only since
September 11, 2001. We are not interested in whether a country is "safe" or "unsafe", we reject the
idea of its borders and everything that goes along with them.
Therefore, in the first hours of 14/4/21, we entered the premises of the Nissan base on
Wendenschloss Street in Berlin-Köpenick and caused a fire that disabled or destroyed twenty new
vehicles, mostly SUVs.
Greetings to all who are trying to break the European borders.

To all those who have been taking to the streets for months against the fascist methods of Nea
Dimokratia.
To the airport blockers in Schönefeld and all the determined ones like those in Hannover (2) who
make the deportation authorities pay dearly.
Autonomous Groups
(1) https://www.ekathimerini.com/260249/article/ekathimerini/news/elas-select-nissan-to-providenew-police-cars
By the way, the Greek government is spending a total of 31,000,000 euros on the most extensive
procurement program for its police force in years, of which the EU is contributing just under
6,000,000 euros: https://www.iefimerida.gr/ellada/programma-31-ekat-gia-elas-gileka-peripolika
(2) Translators note: https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=13816
(https://athens.indymedia.org/post/1612112/)

Piraeus: Incendiary attack on G4S security company vehicle
“And just a little bit below the number of your repression, they had opened a penetrating hole, the
same size as a submachine gun, from where the enemy overtly stripped you down day and night in
the most ruthless way, and killed whatever you held secret and kept inside you. From there, they
fired their murderous bursts incessantly upon you, and raked your body in its most sacred and
inviolable moments. It’s the hole through which your enemy vomited out their worst kind of hatred
with the worst rabies. It’s the relentless, most tyrannical controller and the worst killer of your
private, hidden self. (…)
It’s the spy hole, which tore apart the most unsuspected, the most own or private time of yours; as
soon as you saw the glossy, cold eye of the hangman-checker peering through the slot and
permeating your inner being. (…)
Oh resentful eye, how I wish to seal you once and for all! To permanently end the sinister stripping
and rapine of the soul in the hands of executioners. Oh snitch of my most intimate gestures, how I
hate you, and how I yearn for your death! Your destruction! Your doom!”
In the early morning hours of Tuesday, April 29th, 2014 we torched a technical services car of the
G4S security company (formerly Group 4 Securicor) at the junction of Karaiskaki and Smyrnis
streets in the Rentis-Nikaia region.
This company is one of the largest operators of the private parapolice institution worldwide. It
operates and manages private prisons in England and America while being responsible for security
systems at the “wall of shame” in Palestine. In Greece, it has the largest fleet of armored cash-intransit vehicles, to safely transport the wealth of banks and other businesses, it has equipped most of
the country’s prisons with the latest electronic security systems, and will assume the management
and operation of concentration camps for migrants.
Our action is part of the promotion of activities against the Greek government’s intention to pass the
new bill for special conditions of detention and maximum security facilities in the Domokos prison.
Solidarity with imprisoned and prosecuted fighters.
Struggle until freedom, against the modern totalitarianism, by any means necessary.
“Woe to those who will accept prison as a life condition”
[The quotations come from a narrative of the 1990 Alikarnassos prison rebellion (on Crete), by ex
prisoner Yannis Petropoulos.]
(https://en-contrainfo.espiv.net/2014/05/04/piraeus-incendiary-attack-on-g4s-security-company-vehicle/)

Montevideo (Uruguay) : Attaque incendiaire d’un véhicule d’une entreprise de sécurité
Dans la nuit de mardi 3 février 2020, on a « déjoué » la « sécurité » de l’entreprise de « sécurité »
privée G4S [une des plus grandes entreprises de sécurité au monde, elle gère des prisons et des
camps pour sans papiers, notamment au Royaume-Uni ; NdAtt.], et on a incendié un de ses
véhicules, au carrefour des rues Cufré et Cagancha, en le détruisant complètement.
Peu importe le nombre de caméras qu’ils installent, ni qu’ils se croient en sécurité, ils n’arrêteront
jamais la lutte !
Allumons la mèche de la résistance,
organise-toi avec tes affins.
Bêtes noires
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2020/02/06/montevideo-uruguay-attaque-incendiaire-dunvehicule-dune-entreprise-de-securite/)

[Madrid] Quema de vehículo de seguridad: la necesidad de atacar
La madrugada del 10 al 11 de septiembre 2019, un vehículo de la empresa Securitas Direct era
incendiado en vallekas (Madrid). En nuestra mente los mismos pensamientos que los emitidos por
unos compañeros anónimos en París, decidimos emprender el ataque, como auténtica emergencia:
«…Nosotros creemos que la urgencia, hoy como siempre, es actuar. Actuar en pequeños grupos o a
solas, siguiendo nuestras ideas y no el humor de las masas. La urgencia del ataque. Identificar al
enemigo: como ayer y como mañana, los Estados, el capital y toda autoridad.»

¡Fuerza a las que resisten a Desokupa, empresas de seguridad, propietarios y maderos!
¡Fuerza a los compas de Hamburgo, Italia, Barcelona, Madrid, Grecia… que encaran la lucha en
distintos procesos represivos!
Anarquistas
(https://contramadriz.espivblogs.net/2019/10/04/madrid-quema-de-vehiculo-de-seguridad-lanecesidad-de-atacar/?/03/20)
Barcelona, Spanish State: Arson Attack Against Security Company Prosegur – 2 Vehicles
Torched
Barcelona, early morning of 04.07.19. Two Prosegur company vehicles were torched at the end of
Vilanova avenue. A fiery greeting to all the indomitables against the prisons and prison society,
especially for Anna, Silvia and all the comrades who joined the hunger strike that recently ended.
Greetings also to the prisoners who are mobilizing in the Spanish State.
Nothing has ended, everything continues!
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/07/12/barcelona-spanish-state-arson-attackagainst-security-company-prosegur-2-vehicles-torched/)

Spie
Paris: SPIE - Portrait d’un collabo tout-terrain
SPIE (Société parisienne pour l’industrie électrique) est une société spécialisée dans les « domaines
du génie électrique, mécanique et climatique, de l’énergie, et des réseaux de communication ». En
2012 elle a fait un chiffre d’affaire de près de 4,2 milliards d’euros. On retrouve ses nombreuses
filiales dans les chantiers et usines qui sont bien à l’image de ce que ce monde de merde peut
produire : plate-formes offshore, construction de taules, centres commerciaux, raffineries, lignes de
haute tension, centrales photovoltaïques, installation de la fibre optique, centrales nucléaires, et
même à l’étranger : Maroc, Pays Bas, Belgique, Gabon, Indonésie, etc …
On peut citer trois de ses filiales, parmi les nombreuses existantes : SPIE Communications,
spécialisée dans les domaines de l’informatique, des télécommunications, des réseaux et des
systèmes de sécurité. SPIE Oil & Gas Services, spécialisée dans le domaine de
l’industrie pétrolière. SPIE Nucléaire, spécialisée dans le nucléaire.
Dorénavant, l’entreprise profite également du juteux business de l’enfermement. SPIE a participé à
la réalisation de la prison de Leuze, en Belgique (inaugurée en août dernier).
Outre la distribution électrique, l’éclairage et la détection incendie, la partie sécurité constitue l’un
des aspects majeurs de ses prestations. Caméras, interphones, ouverture et fermeture des portes et,
plus largement, gestion des accès aux bâtiments, ou comment contribuer à l’emprisonnement par les
technologies. Mais comme cette entreprise mène une politique d’économie verte responsable et
consciente des enjeux environnementaux et des risques climatiques, SPIE fait de Leuze une prison
écolo. Les prisonniers enfermés là-bas seront contents de savoir qu’elle a installé un système de
récupération des eaux de pluie pour les toilettes et des pompes à chaleur pour le chauffage.
Pour continuer de dresser le portrait de cette entreprise pourrie on peut citer le Morocco Mall de

Casablanca (un gigantesque centre commercial, où SPIE a fait l’installation électrique, et bien sûr
des caméras), la traversée du lac Léman en fibre optique, l’EPR de Flamanville (en collaboration
avec EDF), le Mucem de Marseille, etc. Et le groupe se targue même de continuer de valoriser les
énergies fossiles en apportant son soutien aux mafieux pétroliers et gaziers dans leurs projets
d’exploration et d’exploitation.
Membre de l’association AN2V (Association Nationale des Villes Vidéo-surveillées), SPIE a
installé des caméras dans plusieurs villes, comme Annecy, Le Havre, Belfort ou Argenteuil. Au-delà
des villes, SPIE est aussi responsable des caméras dans les gares de péage sur l’autoroute, et ses
compétences en flicage s’étendent aussi à la mise en service de radars automatiques. Et c’est en
partenariat avec Thalès que Revolux, filiale de SPIE, a installé 1000 caméras pour la mairie de
Paris.
On retrouve cette même entreprise dans des centrales thermiques, des abattoirs, des parcs éoliens,
chez Total, Sanofi, etc .
SPIE participe à notre contrôle et à notre enfermement, à produire des énergies toujours plus
néfastes, et à créer des lieux d’abrutissement et de consommation.
En bref, SPIE contribue largement à rendre ce monde chaque jour plus moche et nos vies chaque
fois plus insupportables. Et il semblerait que cette entreprise ne fasse pas l’unanimité chez tout le
monde. Pour preuve, à Paris, dans la nuit du 11 au 12 février 2014, dans la rue Carducci (XIXe), un
utilitaire de l’entreprise SPIE part complètement en fumée, et le mardi 13 mai 2014, un
autre utilitaire est incendié rue de Mouzaïa (dans le XIXe). Dans les deux cas les attaques sont
revendiquées par refus du contrôle social auquel SPIE participe par la mise en place de caméras, et
aussi pour sa participation à l’industrie nucléaire.
Ne les laissons plus pourrir nos vies tranquillement.
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2014/11/16/spie-portrait-dun-collabo-tout-terrain/)

Hamburg, Germany: SPIE Vehicle Torched in Solidarity with the Park Bench 3 & Rebellious
Neighborhoods
Undoubtedly, the spaces in which we can move freely sometimes become narrower:
In Hamburg, where the special commissions announce in the media the alleged success of their
surveillance teams, their video analyses, DNA sniffing and informer hotlines – everything to reestablish the illusion of their security that they lost in the Summer of 2017.

In Berlin, where every space is supposedly a terror nest, where people take their lives into their own
hands instead of entrusting it to investors and real estate companies. Where the media present their
puppet Interior Senator who hides his civil war army more democratically than his predecessor.
In Athens, where a fascist government finally wants to implement the purges that its EU and NATO
partners have waited so long for. So that the city will become another paradise for investors and
tourists. Like some districts in Hamburg, like some districts in Berlin and like every place where the
modern form of capitalism eats through districts that are not yet as boring as the exclusive
residences as the elites.
To secure its rule, the state relies on corporations to do their dirty work. But the fiery serpent of the
anarchist revolt eats its way through these controversial territories on the trail of these companies,
destroying whatever it finds.
On the night of September 4th, 2019, we destroyed with fire a vehicle belonging to the infamous
prison profiteers SPIE in Hamburg-Wandsbeck.
This small gesture of solidarity goes to the Park Bench 3, to the people who defend Exarcheia
against the attacks by the cops and to all who want to make the expected evictions in Berlin a
disaster for the government there.
Autonomous Group for the Fight Against Security Companies and Prison Profiteeers
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/09/07/hamburg-germany-spie-vehicle-torchedin-solidarity-with-the-park-bench-3-rebellious-neighborhoods/)

Berlin: Solidarity to Nantes – SPIE van torched
The wave of exuberant hatred for the arbitrariness of uniformed individuals spills once more
across the borders of France to us. For the last two nights in Nantes, hundreds of teenagers
have destroyed shops, set fire to cars and attacked the CRS (Compagnies Républicaines de
Sécurité / general reserve of the French National Police) with Molotovs.
Aboubakar was executed on Tuesday night in a suburb of Nantes in his car by a police officer
after he was placed under arrest during a vehicle inspection…
The police spread their version that they were in danger and it was in self-defense. It is
obvious that the ‘legitimacy’ of the murder that they make public is found only in the selfcreated legitimacy of the police apparatus. Since we refuse to recognize that law, there can
never be legitimacy for execution by a cop.
It was only a few months ago that we received sad news from this region. A comrade lost his
hand in the battles for the ZAD and his entire upper body is still seriously injured. An
explosive grenade hit him, fired by the riot cops of the CRS.
These moments, when it becomes obvious which side we stand on and which side those who
wear uniforms stand, often feel like a state of powerlessness. Time stops and everything inside
oneself builds up with hate and frustration. Everything either seems doomed to failure, as one
is frustrated by the omnipotence of the state and the ability of the police to end a life at any
time. Or, you break out of this feeling and make it visible, you release your anger, the feelings
to these thoughts and show solidarity with those who are on the same side.
To express our solidarity with the resisters of the suburbs we torched a vehicle belonging to
the prison service provider SPIE last night, (5. Juli 2018).
The news about the use of firearms or executions by police officers due to their loyalty to the
state, their mania for regulation or their racism, has also been on the rise in Berlin lately. It is
permanent scandalous news that often gets lost in the media frenzy.
Let’s not give our enemies a moment to catch their breath! Only a life of attack can prevent us
from resigning to these power relations.
In memory of all those affected by police violence!

Love and strength to all prisoners in the dungeons of the state!
Stay strong!
(https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=8665)
Nantes : Arson Attack Against a Truck Belonging to Prison Construction Company Spie
Destroy the Prison Society
Spie is a company the builds prisons and more broadly is an essential wheel in the machinery that
controls us, monitors us, imprisons us and deports us. So I destroyed one of their trucks this
Tuesday, October 16th 2018, between 3 and 4AM on Captain André David street in Nantes. 2
plastic bottles filled with a mixture of 2/3 gasoline and a third of engine oil, with blocks of lighters
cellotaped against the bottle and placed behind the tires. Then there is more to light and ciao, hasta
la malekoum…
Freedom for everyone, with or without papers!
A madman against the state and its minions
(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2018/10/18/nantes-arson-attack-against-a-truck-belonging-toprison-construction-company-spie/)

Telekom / OTE
Berlin, June 2018 : Incendiary Actions Against Telekom, Deutsche Bahn and Vodafone
Restructuring power via digitization is in full swing. Hardly anything that cannot be complemented
by a ‘smart’ in its name and thus a new place in this world has escaped this process. Everything is
networked. Cameras, sensors and chips are constantly sending and letting things communicate. ‘Big
Data’ is the currency of tomorrow. Even our relationships, actions and thinking are permanently
exposed to digital access. Reduced to information, we feed the algorithms of the machines, helping
to make the future manageable and controllable.
It’s not always easy to hold on to the possibility of destroying this system as the rapid pace of the
technological attack is widening and the net of domination stretches around us. All the more
important are the moments of counterattack to reject the powerlessness that is spreading in the face
of current developments. So we are all the more pleased that the answers to the misery produced by
the colonization of the world via techno-industrial hegemony are found again and again in Berlin.
Within the context of the planned Google campus in Kreuzberg, a fight has developed that is not
only aimed at the tech giants and their universe, but also at the social level. Self-organization, direct
communication and the power of the attack are the means of choice. Various acts of sabotage, such
as the one last March by ‘Vulkangruppe NetzHerrschaft zerreißen’ have shown that the
infrastructure of the flow of goods, communication and data networks is vulnerable and can be
disrupted by arson attacks against cable networks and sensitive radio antennas. But other actors in
the city’s and life’s smartification have also become the target of anger, such as the torched Amazon
vehicles, the Molotov attack against the start-up factory, the attacks against Zalando or the
Humboldthain Technology Park, and so on. We want to fuel these conflicts with our contribution by
picking out some well-known players who are actively working to expand and optimize the web of
domination and control.
And so, on the night of June 14th in the Tiergarten, just before the start of the public sports
broadcast there, we set fire to the cables and control boxes of a Vodafone radio antenna. This
antenna is used in addition to mobile radio for the BOS radio of the cops and other authorities. We
are optimistic that our intervention at this antenna at least allowed a transmission break, so that for a
moment it would have provided radio silence. The cop ticker went silent, perhaps this info on the
way to the headquarters in the charred cables that now adorn the system, stuck.
On the night of June 15th, we torched Deutsche Bahn’s vehicle fleet on Kaskel street, and on the
night of June 19th, we placed incendiary devices under Telekom’s cars on Sewan street,
transporting six more vehicles to the junkyard. With these attacks, we are targetting some of the
largest network operators in Germany, which form important pillars of the flow of goods and data

via radio antennas, fiber optic cables and the rail network. These are indispensable to the
functioning of capitalism. All three companies, however, do far more than just provide the
infrastructure. With their technological developments in monitoring, control, Internet of Things
(IoT), Industry 4.0, Smart City, Smart Home etc, they are a driving force in the reorganization of
rule in the cybernetic age.
With these actions, we send smoke signals to all prisoners of the social war and to those on the run.
Special greetings go to Lisa, Thomas, Nero, Isa and the UP3 and G20 prisoners.

Mobile and public transport in the service of power
Media and politicial insiders and lobbyists have stirred a mood of fear for years. Fear of the
stranger, the refugees and terrorism. This is accompanied by the call for authority. A new police law
chases the other. The developers of security technologies are pleased, because with the fear, they
can not only make politics, but also earn a lot of money. It is therefore not surprising that large
established corporations are at the forefront of this and, in the interests of domination, inexorably
participate in the maintenance of the existing order.
Telekom is the largest telecommunications company in Europe and operates technical networks for
telephone, mobile, data transfer and online services. In addition to Germany, the company has
subsidiaries in 14 other European countries where it is involved in mobile and fixed network

providers. With its internationally operating subsidiary T-Systems, the group is one of the world’s
leading providers of information and communication technology, aimed at large-scale customers,
the financial sector, the energy sector and public administration and security.
For police, military and other security authorities, T-Systems offers comprehensive solutions and
information technology. Under the title ‘PLX’, Deutsche Telekom is developing, among other
things, an information and search system for the police, in which all relevant reporting processes,
such as facial recognition services, detention data, criminal record evidence etc are integrated. In
this way, all processes in the handling of transactions, from initial registration to submission of the
proceedings to the judiciary, are to be supported.
In addition, T-Systems offers technology for an ‘Interactive Patrol Car Radio (IfuStw)’. A mobile
police workplace with multifunction PCs in the vehicle, which enables full integration into the
existing police infra and communication structure. These links are designed to reduce reaction and
intervention times while facilitating evidence-securing documentation via video capture.
Vodafone, the German subsidiary of the British Vodafone Group and Germany’s second largest
mobile service provider, is also campaigning for greater security. Vodafone not only provides a
messenger service for the Bavarian police and body cams for the Federal Police, but also develops
smart drones. This drone, equipped with onboard camera and SIM card for LTE radio, delivers and
analyzes video material in real time. This could be used at major events, for example counting
people or observing and directing streams of people. Traffic monitoring and license plate
recognition are also part of the tasks of such applications. This technique may be arbitrarily
replaced by other monitoring software, for example facial recognition could obviously be added.
With these and similar products, Telekom and Vodafone, along with many other companies in the
security industry, have been exhibiting at trade fairs such as the European Police Congress for many
years, where they care about competing for their military, police, intelligence and border control
customers.
In contrast, Deutsche Bahn, as the operator of railway stations and the German railway network, is
more likely to play the role of a consumer of such technologies. At the same time, the group’s
infrastructure also offers a huge field of experimentation to test the use of the latest surveillance
technologies under real conditions. The most popular field trial by Deutsche Bahn, in cooperation
with the Federal Police, the BKA and the Federal Ministry of the Interior, is currently running at the
Südkreuz railway station in Berlin. There, smart video cameras with inbuilt facial recognition
software are designed to automatically detect, track and report suspicious behavior. With such
projects, they lay the groundwork for a totalitarian society of control. Of course, if the results are
positive for the operators, such technologies will also be used in other locations. Already, 900

Deutsche Bahn stations are being monitored with 6000 video cameras, which, equipped with smart
surveillance software, in the spirit of the Minister of the Interior, would enable a near-complete
network of personalized tracking and control on public transport. So, this group plays a key role in
the implementation of new surveillance and prosecution paragraphs, as they occur in the new
Bavarian Police Task Force (PAG).
From the Internet of Things to the Smart City and back
The Internet of Things is considered to be the largest growth sector in mobile communications.
Experts expect up to 50 billion interconnected devices worldwide. This requires powerful networks
that can rapidly exchange large amounts of data. As a result, wireless carriers are investing massive
amounts of money into fiber obtic cable, Narrowband and 5G infrastructure to meet their current
and future needs. At the same time, they are actively involved in various European Smart City
projects and develop all sorts of things to help make the totally networked world a reality.
Telekom operates a so-called ‘Hub: raum’ as an incubator for start-ups and runs programs under the
title ‘Smart City Lab / T-Labs’, to promote the digital efficiency of cities. Smart Transportation
Solutions, Smart Parking, Smart Electric Vehicle Charging, Traffic and Passenger Management
Systems, Smart Waste Management, Smart Lighting, Smart Metering and Smart Public Safety are
just a few of the key words that show how comprehensive the corporation’s plans to make things
happen are and which information can be produced and integrated into the profit chain. Telekom’s
goal is to be a leading provider of smart city solutions in Europe. In doing so, they say they are
committed to the environment and promise to address such issues as climate change, scarcity of
resources, demographic change etc, in order to enable human survival on Earth for a long time. The
fact that the destruction of the planet is result of the capitalist logic that reaps horrendous profits for
companies goes unmentioned.

At Vodafone, along with safety and economic efficiency, the concerns of ecology are at the
forefront of their Smart City projects. Together with the RWE ‘eco’ subsidiary Innogy, the group is
developing concepts for the smart city. Connected traffic systems, smart waste management and
smart lighting systems are the three main cornerstones of the company cooperation. Smart
multifunction pylons with the name ‘Innogized Poles’ are equipped with sensors and devices to
provide comprehensive solutions for urban networking. On the one hand, these could serve as
charging stations for all types of e-vehicles that measure air pollution and temperature and produce
digital advertising on LED screens. On the other hand, they could also simplify surveillance via
smart video cameras in public spaces. Another product from Vodafone is the smart wall. Sensors
can not only detect movement, but also chemical substances and individual spray paint particles. If
a wall is sprayed, the sensor will automatically alert the authorities. Vodafone is also producing
technologies that can be integrated directly into our everyday lives as surveillance devices. With
‘Smart Level Glasses’, which were developed in cooperation with the US manufacturer CSP, the
group offers glasses that are full of smart technology. These would function primarily as a fitness
monitor, but also contain tracking functions. A step-by-step ranking system, which supports social
projects and the needy once you reach a certain score, is an incentive for people to use the glasses
permanently. So the emotional blackmail of the data consumer is also included.
With these and similar applications, corporations are making it clear in which direction the
processes of smartification are actually developing. What are sold to us as benefits for everyday life
in the name of ecology, turn out to be green capitalism in its purest form. It’s about power and
money. And so the devastation will spread inexorably and our habitats will gradually become places
of total control. What remains for us is to hold on to the idea of another way of life and the
possibility of destroying this world of domination and control, and translating it into action.
Die Netzbeschmutzer*Innen
(https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=8570)

Thessaloniki: SOLIDARITY ATTACK CLAIM
Technology has always been a strong ally of domination. Today, however, one could say that it is
one of its most important weapons. So technology has flooded every corner of our daily lives.
“Smart phones”, “Smart watches”, “Smart homes”, even “Smart cities”. Everything ready and
arranged for our convenience. Behind this apparent convenience we have been given, there is huge
business. A massive collection of information on each individual. Mobile phone companies clearly
have their place of honour in this situation. Always available to hand over conversations, messages
and any other information they have, they have proved their good cooperation with the institutions
of power many times.
One of these times was the dystopian period 2020-2021. At the first warning of “mass
imprisonment”, these companies hurried to comfort the people with packages of offers to gild the
pill of each person, who had to stay home at all costs. Still, they have been and are one of the most
basic means of social control, as movement is allowed mainly by sms, while at any time the civil
protection have the ability to send out messages, with ridiculous sirens blaring.
Beyond this social context and the pandemic situation, we are well aware that these companies
provide the “desired” information to the cops when they want to file new lawsuits and open new
rounds of prosecution. Interceptions of telephone conversations, surveillance of people through cell
phone spots, have often been elements of indictments of fighters / slaves, cut and sewn to the
preferences of state security. In every corner of the globe, this cooperation has helped the current
power to locate its enemies, imprison them and try to exterminate them in every way. Our hatred for

this rotten world is tearing your borders apart, tearing down your antennas and leaving only smoke,
sending our solidarity signals. So, on Sunday, April 25 2021, we set fire to a COSMOTE car
(TELEFONE COMUNICATIONS COMPANY), on 25th of March Street in Triandria.

We dedicate the action to the comrades Monica, Marcelo, Joaquin, Juan, Pablo, Jose, Tomas,
Gonzalo who started a hunger strike on March 22 in the infernal prisons of Chile with demands: –
The repeal of Article 9 and the restoration of Article 1 of Decree 321, which regulates “conditional
release (conditional release of a prisoner)”, turning the right into a privilege –
The release of comrade Marcelo, who has been imprisoned for more than 25 years, for actions
against the state and capital
The end of the pre-trial detention of the accused for actions in the context of the uprising that lasts
until the conviction. -The rejection of the convictions for Marcelo and Juan, which were based on
torture, without having the right to defend themselves.
We see the enemy worldwide constantly upgrading its means, for targeting individuals and for
repression. So let us not turn our backs on thinking that it is far from our own reality. So let’s
organize, arm our thoughts and desires, so that we become this dangerous flame that will be feared
will burn at some point by those trying in every way to extinguish it.
FOR ANARCHY

SOLIDARITY WITH THE ABOVE COMRADES IN CHILE
FIRE TO THE STATE CELLS
WE DO NOT FORGET EMILIA WHO WAS KILLED BY SECURITY
FREEDOM TO VANGELIS STATHOPOULOS
Arsonist Troublemakers groups
(https://actforfree.noblogs.org/post/2021/05/04/thessaloniki-greece-solidarity-attack-claim-byarsonist-troublemakers-groups/)

Tyco
Berlin: A message to our unknown comrades in the urban jungle of prison society
The burning of security vehicles in Berlin as a useful tool of communication.
By quoting from other responsibility claims, we follow the proposal of relating to each other in
order to develop a wider mobilisation of the militant groups in Europe as well as to develope our
theoretical base.
We recognized your words about solidarity and we share it, when Rouvikonas wrote about the
attack at the Saudi Arabian embassy at Athens 19/12/2017:
“As anarchists we know that the only definitive answer lies on internationalist solidarity between
organized, struggling oppressed peoples. We are under no illusions that at this point the still infant
solidarity can overturn the plans of the global rulers. Under current circumstances what can be
achieved is giving small battles, there where it is possible, in order to sabotage the war process that
is under way. [This is necessary in order] to preserve social awareness, [in order] to be capitalized
in case avoiding hell becomes inevitable”.
Some people in Rome express our thoughts when they claimed as Santiago Maldonado Cell FAIIRF the Explosive Attack Against a Carabinieri Police Station in San Giovanni:
“Who wants to watch will continue to watch. Who wants to justify politically not acting will
continue not doing so. We are not waiting for any train of hope, we do not wait for better times.
Conditions move with the confrontation. The movement is such if it acts, otherwise it stands still.
The liberation of the individual from authority and exploitation is carried out by those directly
concerned.
Direct destructive action is the logical response to repression. But not solely. Anarchist praxis is
also a revival, a proposal that goes beyond solidarity, breaking the spiral of repression-actionrepression. Solidarity actions are impotant, but we cannot confine ourselves to the critique, however
armed, of some oppressive operation or process.
Hit where they do not expect you. Today we struck in the heart of the militarized capital to
challenge the delusions of security. Tomorrow, who knows, maybe in the suburbs where you least
expect it. We do not make truces, we chose our own times. This has always been the principle of the
metropolitan guerrilla.
With this action we launch an international campaign against the representatives, structures and
means of repression. Anybody can contribute to this campaign using whatever tools they consider to
be the most appropriate”.
We like to not only talk about the enemy but about us, like some comrades when they attacked the
gendarmerie in Meylan/France:
“Because we do not want to remain in the position of victims that society would like to categorize
us by recognizing us as women. Victims, because we would not be able to be autonomous, to
defend ourselves, to lead our lives as we see fit. We would be weak individuals, too sensitive,
subject to hormonal moods, dependent and fragile. We would need strong figures to rescue us,
doctors to look after us, children to nurture, cops to protect us.

We prepare our revenge for all the times that we were discouraged by persuading ourselves that we
were not capable, that we did not have either the skills, the strength nor the means to defuse the
logic that causes us to postpone forever the moment to express our anger and our desires.
We targeted the private cars of the cops, to the indignation of the press, because we wanted to attack
the individuals who wear the uniforms rather than their function, their personal property rather than
their tools of work. We think that roles exist because there are people to fill them. If behind every
uniform there is a human, then that is who we sought to harm.

We are convinced that our limitations are both psychological and social, that in assuming these roles
we become our own cops.
By organizing in affinity, and by attacking, we push these limitations”.
Sometimes it is nessesary to define the frame in which we act, so did anarchists in Bar-le-Duc,
when they spent a lot of rage and some flames at ENEDIS car park:
“In recent months, several attacks against ENEDIS have been claimed, we wanted to echo them, it
made us happy, and ours is a nod to the people who came into play in order to carry them out.
We believe that there is no need to wait to be many to attack, that only a few can also do so, the
possibilities are different, but no less pleasing. We welcome the recent attacks on the relay antennas,
which open up new prospects for direct action”.
In the morning hours of March 6th we attacked the delusion of security in Berlin. Even in times that
we are a few, we can organize ourselves instead of waiting for an opportunity that is given to us by
the so called ‘organizers of the movement’ or just to react on another attack by authorities. We can
act and choose our moments on our own.
Everyday we are told to remain silent, governed by the state and its institutions that secure the
capitalist world. People fill their minds with stupid stuff, head down staring on their smartphones
only to look away when an inspector is controlling tickets in the train, when a pig is telling a

homeless person to go away where he just found a warm place, when German arms are murdering
Kurdish people in Erdogan’s genocidal war. For now we targeted security companies but any other
company, upholding the capitalist and authoritarian structures, can be the target. Any night can be a
night of attack.
We burned cars from Bosch and Tyco in Berlin-Pankow, Bosch is a well known security company.
Its technology is in many surveillance installations, in pig stations, prisons, border fences, CCTV
equipment…
Tyco is a company which runs the alarm installations in prisons with so called ‘Business Logic
Engines’. They give prison guards the opportunities of the smart city – tracking of prisoners by
RFID chips.
We send solidarity and rage to the imprisoned and persecuted anti-fascists and anarchists in Russia.
We heard your voices, you‘re not alone. Though we are not able to physically open the gates of the
prisons, anarchist ideas and solidarity overcomes borders, gates and walls and can fill our souls
even in times of torture and the hardest repression.
We followed the news about Dinos’s struggle in Greece against the prison administration. With our
arsons we support this way of resistance – the anouncement from Korydallos prisoners and the
threat from affinity groups outside, to attack every day and destroy the city, is the adequate strategy
in this confrontation with the state.
This action is also dedicated to Lisa in the prison of Willich and the prisoners of Hambacher Forst
resistance.
06/03/18

Informal Anarchist Federation – Violent Minority Cell
(https://insurrectionnewsworldwide.com/2018/03/08/berlin-germany-a-message-to-our-unknowncomrades-in-the-urban-jungle-of-prison-society-by-violent-minority-cell-fai/)
(https://chronik.blackblogs.org/?p=7691)
Freiburg, Germany: Prison Profiteers Johnson Control Company Car Torched
During the night of 25-26 October 2019, another car burst into flames in Freiburg im Breisgau on
Badenweilerstraße in Freiburg-Weingarten. In the days before, various cars belonging to exploiting
profiteers Thyssen & Krupp, Vonovia and Implenia were set on fire.
On this night a vehicle from Johnson Control, which also includes Tyco, was attacked.
Tyco is involved in the prison industry’s profit-making via securtiy systems such as alarm systems
and chips used to monitor prisoners.
Companies like Tyco use prisons and the detainees who are kept there unprotected to make huge
profits for their own cause. Against this structural machinery of exploitation a fiery signal was set
with this nocturnal attack.
Against prisons and capitalism!
Solidarity greetings to all prisoners behind the walls!
(https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/10/27/freiburg-germany-prison-profiteersjohnson-control-company-car-torched/)
Athens: Attack against surveillance systems company in Kaisariani
While the garbage in uniforms occupied for another night Exarchia and the center of Athens, to
fulfill the dreams of Mr. Chryssochidis of a dead and safe city, our ways lead to a soft target.
The image of George Orwell „1984“ is already reality. The internet of things implements
televisions, refrigerators and other electronic stuff in our homes, in order to collect our data, to
surveil our habits, to transform human life in digital algorithem. They call it Smart City, we call it a
totalitarean society.
A company which sells the hard ware of the smart city and also its ideologie, is the security
company „alphacom“. Alphacom not only provides this, but also cctv technology and other
equipment for the rich and for authorities, to protect their interests. And last but not least, alphacom
is selling and installing the products of Tyco. Tyco is a mulitinational company, which produces
surveillance technologie for prisons worldwide and other security forces.
In the early hours of December 2, we burned the van of alphacom in front of their shop in
Kaisariani.
This fire was lit for anarchist prisoner Dino Giagtzoglou, who wrote a letter to the International
Meeting against the Techno-Sciences in Italy (July 2019) *
in which he mentions many reasons to fight this part of the capitalist powersystem. We welcome the
upcoming researches about the players in this game. **
This fire was also lit for Loic, still in prison in Hamburg.

Finally, this attack was made in solidarity and sympathy with those persecuted for the
Revolutionary Self-Defense case, as well as those persecuted for good intentions, kinship or
friendship. Our strength and solidarity are superior to the politics and repressive operations.
Strength to the comrades Michailidis, Athanassopoulou, Chatzivasileiadis, who are in illegality.
Anarchists
* https://anarchistsworldwide.noblogs.org/post/2019/09/17/greece-italy-contribution-to-theinternational-meeting-against-the-techno-sciences-by-anarchist-prisoner-dino-giagtzoglou/
** https://325.nostate.net/2019/11/14/new-research-focus-the-surveillance-industry/
(translation, source https://athens.indymedia.org/post/1601654/)
(https://mpalothia.net/athens-greece-attack-against-surveillance-systems-company-in-kaisariani/)

Further targets
Arson Attack Against Lukashenka's Accomplices: Incendiary Fire at IKEA in Malmö, Sweden
We set fire to IKEA shopping center in Malmö, Sweden on the night of March 24th 2021. The
reason for the attack - IKEA’s cooperation with the dictatorship of Lukashenka in Belarus.
This action is part of a pressure on Western capitalists who trade with the Lukashenka regime and
thereby ensure its survivability. When we were planning the attack, we were inspired by the
reflections of the imprisoned anarchist-partisan Igor Olinevich, who wrote in his book “I’m going to
Magadan”: “‘It is ok to trade even with cannibals’ - this is the essence of European politics.” The
example of furniture corporation IKEA, based in Sweden and currently registered in the
Netherlands, perfectly demonstrates the accuracy and relevance of Igor’s conclusions.
Back in December 2018, in the wake of political rapprochement between the Lukashenka’s regime
and the European Union, IKEA has adopted a strategy “Go Belarus.” In the summer of 2019,
Belarusian Ambassador to Sweden Dmitry Mironchik told reporters what this strategy is about.
According to him, IKEA plans to purchase Belarusian goods with a value of 200 million euros. The
same year, in the fall, during a Swedish-Belarusian business meeting in Minsk, Andrei
Yevdochenko, at that time the First Deputy Foreign Minister, announced that in 2021, IKEA plans
to increase the volume of purchases to 300 million euros.
After the beginning of the Belarusian revolution in August 2020, the Swedish media drew attention
to the activities of IKEA in this country. At the end of 2020, it became widely known that seven
percent of wood which IKEA uses to manufacture furniture comes from Belarus. This fact once
again confirms the accuracy of Igor Olinevic’s words. In his book, he described the place of Belarus
in the global production chain in following way: “Economically, Belarus is elementary, most
environmentally filthy, raw material processing.” As a result of the scandal, the Secretary-General
of the Human Rights Organization “Olof Palme International Center,” Anna Sundström, called on
the boycott of IKEA products. “Forest and Wood Workers' Union,” which is part of the Social
Democratic “Swedish Trade Union Confederation” also demanded from IKEA to terminate
cooperation with Lukashenka’s regime. Thus, not only anti-authoritarian left, but also a nonindifferent part of the Swedish society, which follows the situation in Belarus, condemns IKEA’s
actions in this country. We, anarchists, believe that these people will understand us, will support us,
and will become our comrades.
Here, we will not list other IKEA’s misdeeds, such as the destruction of nature in different countries
of the world and permanent impairment of workers' conditions. Anyone can easily find information
about it. IKEA’s co-operation with the Lukashenka’s regime is a more than enough reason to attack.

As Igor Olinevich and many other anarchists noted, Belarusians should not hope for Western
politicians. They will not help. Only people in Belarus, by armed uprising, can destroy the
dictatorship. The dirty greedy nature of capitalists, such as IKEA owners, confirms that it is
necessary to fight not only for political liberation, but also for the destruction of the economic
oppression, for the absolute liberation of the individual.
Lukashenka’s regime trade with his accomplices from other countries needs to be blocked by
radical direct action. Therefore, we will continue to attack. The words of Igor Olinovich will inspire
us: “There is no linear historical path, everything can be changed!”

Action group “The Solidarity”
(https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/arson-attack-against-lukashenka-s-accomplices-incendiaryfire-at-ikea-in-malm-sweden/)
Limeil-Brévannes: Freedom, mon amour…
In the department of Val-de-Marne [southern suburb of Paris], the firm OMMIC, one of the
European leaders in the sector of semiconductors and integrated circuits, can be found.
We heard them boasting about their circuits, which accompany the emitters and receivers of phone
repeaters.

We heard them boasting about being specialists in the conception and production of integrated
circuits III-V, in arsenide and gallium nitrate, components used mainly in telecommunication
equipment, army radars and aerospace satellites.
We heard them boasting of being the first to produce components specially conceived to address
frequencies comprised between 28 and 32 Ghz for clients in the space and military sectors.
We heard them boasting about being one of the rare world companies to possess this technology and
about having signed contracts with numerous international builders in order to supply the market of
base stations and small-cells, necessary to the development of 5G.
We heard them boasting about the fact they are developing the technologies for the next 10 years.
Recently, we heard them congratulating their partners Thalès, CNES [Centre national d’études
spatiales, national centre of spatial studies] and NASA, after robot “Perseverance” landed on Mars.
They want to persevere in the conquest of space. We are among those who want to persevere in the
struggle against the technological conquest of the world and of our lives.
On the contrary, we didn’t hear them after, on Saint Valentine’s night on the 14th of February 2021,
when we set fire to one of their buildings, which hosts laboratories where they elaborate and build
their precious magic objects.
For freedom
A few Martians passing by

(https://attaque.noblogs.org/post/2021/03/28/limeil-brevannes-freedom-mon-amour/)

Direct Action Cells: Public Proposition for the Constitution of a Network of
Revolutionary Violence
Published May 23, 2021 on https://www.amwenglish.com/articles/direct-action-cells-publicproposition-for-the-constitution-of-a-network-of-revolutionary-violence/
Public proposition for the constitution of a network of revolutionary violence - Report on the
first cycle of incendiary propaganda and call for mobilisation in the Direct Action Cells
“…The jump to a Politics of Fronts is necessary and possible for the fighting forces which aim to
effectively determine the conflict. That is why all ideological-dogmatic positions that exist today
must fall and be overcome, between the fighting forces and the revolutionary movement, since they
divide the fighters. These positions are not capable of leading the struggles and the attack, at the
necessary level of political determination. The Front develops around practical attack, in a
conscious and organised path in which the next moments of unity of the fighting forces mature.
Because to organise the fighting revolutionary front means to organise the attack.”
A Politics of Fronts, Red Army Faction - New Red Brigades/Communist Combatant Party
“They say the first thing that dies at war, is truth”
Wanting to place the above statement in a radical direction, we can say that revolutionary war is the
war of truth against its death, in the wars which take place under the blood-soaked flags of power
and capitalism. The flags of racism, patriarchy, militarism, imperialist interests, exploitations,
techno-totalitarianism.
In the face of these wars, the revolutionary war acquires a specific character. It means our militant
opposition to the political-economic and military plans of capitalism and at the same time the
restoration of historical legacy and memory of struggle against oblivion, inside the social fields in
which we operate. The struggle of the truth of a struggle with a thousand forms that rises against
propaganda and the mechanisms of power.
The capitalist crisis is deepening and the contradictions are sharpening. The “end of history” as
preached by the apologists of capitalism has not come; on the contrary, the historical bets on the
final overcoming of a greedy and inhuman system constantly raise radical questions and arm the
struggles that are breaking out all over the world.
The news bulletins, the police announcements, the threats by politicians are not just the voices that
spread confusion. It is the institutional representation of the - classist and without limits - violence
of the system. It is the uniformed guards who beat us in the demonstrations and in the
neighbourhood squares, it is the queues for unemployment benefits, the loose and badly paid hours,

the unpaid overtime, the terrorism of capital of us who are part of the new working shift. It is the
cops who will enter our universities to control our every move, it is the life they are stealing from us
every day demanding more discipline, more working hours, more taxes, more indifference in the
face of the authoritarian exploitation of the oppressed.
If we do not decide that we must collectively overcome the obstacle of fear, if we do not
prepare to crush them, we are doomed to live our small and daily death to which they have
condemned us. In the roads, the prisons, the concentration camps, the psychiatric hospitals, in the
metropolitan hard labour of displacement of the surplus labour force. Where the word “right” is a
class privilege, where the violence of capital and the state flattens souls and bodies.
It is a permanent conclusion in the discussions between comrades that there is a huge absence of a
coherent political plan which, avoiding the traps which we often set ourselves, will manage to
put its presence at a central level. Of a political plan which will seek new tools of analysis and
communication, organisation and political composition. It will therefore seek ways to organise the
revolutionary war adapted to the needs, the analogies and the challenges of our time. Through
specific conclusions, so that the actions and the dialectic they feed can set the struggle in motion.
“The memory of fire is the memory of a struggle which constantly explodes”
It is a collective need to describe, with the words brought to the present by the storms of the past,
our roots inside time, our collective vision for life and struggle, the perspective we set in our action.
Revolutionary action, when it appears at the forefront of history in every era, inevitably
connects with, and at the same time transfers to today, its historical political burden. It is the
thread of resistance that comes from far away, from places and times where people with steel
tenacity tried to bring the beast of each empire to its knees. It is the historic duty towards those who
without hesitation fell in the fire of politics and social doubt to feed it, to make it into a fire that will
turn revolutionary visions into a rushing river that threatens to sweep the ruling class.
Because contrary to prevailing views, the world anarchist movement was established as a
radical force through revolutionary violence, the sacrifices and blood of our comrades, the
incessant war on the structures of political, religious and economic power.
We begin with a proclaimed goal: To regain our political dangerousness in the face of the most
barbarian social and political system, named capitalism. Such an ambitious goal requires first of
all organisation, self-discipline, commitment, consistency and the will to take back the life that they
steal from us every day.
Political organisation, crystallising our basic political positions, analysing the situation, creating
groups for self-education and mutual aid, creating points of dialogue where dialectics will be a way

of effectively resolving our political disagreements-concerns. Because our existential need to revolt
against capitalist society cannot on its own cover a choice of conscious enlistment to the cause, if it
is not connected dialectically with our political composition in a collective field where it will
clearly claim its place in history. It is the moment when agreements are vows of life which shatter
excuses and hangups. It is the moment when action crushes any suspicion of a truce.
The organisation of networks of revolutionary violence, which will cultivate the radicalisation of
sections of the revolutionary movement, will create direct action cells by propagandising through
action, will strike with sharp force persons and structures in the authoritarian edifice based on a
wider plan of political destabilisation, will develop bonds of solidarity and mutual aid between
them. We are here for each other against our common enemy.
Self-discipline, because in an age where repression and social control have become an unbearable
reality, whoever is not aware of the seriousness and effectiveness of the opponent will find
themselves faced with unpleasant reality. The development of an illegal political plan does not mean
that attack is an end in itself. It means that we select the war of attrition as a battle tactic, it means
we protect our sensitive information from the prying eyes of the enemy, it means that the intensity
of the attacks must be developed in parallel with defence structures against repression. Defence
structures with self-defence countermeasures and safety valves that will allow the networks of
revolutionary violence to withstand the pressure of repression.
Commitment and Consistency, because the war against authority is not some occasional hobby
but a life choice. Because such a choice may cost the loss of life or freedom of a comrade. Because
the promotion of a political plan which aims to clash dynamically with state and capital, requires
commitments around organisational and political needs that arise. It requires consistency in the
responsibilities that each and every one of us has to take, in order to carry out a political initiative or
a specific plan. It requires seriousness, humility and understanding, so as to breathe together new
life to the struggle for the abolition of exploitation and oppression.
The creation of this illegal political venture is a collective starting point for struggle. Comrades who
participated in groups, cells or individual initiatives of offensive actions decided to create a political
formation of revolutionary violence, which will coordinate its action so as to multiply the dynamic
of its blows. It will advance the need for organised and coordinated praxis so that our attacks are not
fragmentary actions, but direct their dynamic around a tangible strategy, around a political plan of
rupture with the system.
Taking into account everything we mentioned, as well as the perspective we believe the struggle
should acquire, we created the Direct Action Cells. A tool of the struggle, to raise once more the

axe of war against state and capitalism. An organisational association of revolutionary forces
which also extends its hand to common struggle with every radical element that agrees with
and embraces the political plan and framework that we submit, and operates based on the
principles of horizontal organising, solidarity and mutual respect.
Our initiative could not be judged elsewhere but on the very field of revolutionary war. Where
thoughts meet actions. Where contemplation meets responsibility. Where an idea finds flesh and
blood to breathe. And the time and place could not be another but the warlike confrontation which
unfolded on the side of the revolutionary Dimitris Koufontinas during the hunger strike for life and
dignity.
We collectively testified publicly that… “you will pay dearly, you will pay for everything”,
transporting to the present the words of comrades from our common history. Thus, the first
appraisal of the offensive activities of the Cells of Direct Action leaves as a short legacy 20
attacks on central targets and persons of authority in the 2 largest metropolitan centres of the
country.
More specifically, we took responsibility for organising, coordinating and carrying out arson
attacks in Athens:
• ● At the Foundation for Economic and Industrial research (Ίδρυμα Οικονομικών και
Βιομηχανικών Ερευνών - ΙΟΒΕ) in Koukaki
• ● At the 13th Public Economic Agency office (ΙΓ’ ΔΟΥ) in the area of Kypseli
• ● At the residence of the executive of the General Secretariat for the Coordination of
Governmental Work of the New Democracy Party (Γενική Γραμματεία
ΣυντονισμούΚυβερνητικού Έργου της ΝΔ), Stratos Mavroidakos, in Ilion
• ● On a cop’s vehicle, in the area of Petralona
• ● At the residence of the retired Lieutenant General of the Hellenic Police, Christos
Kontaridis
• ● At the residence of the Brigadier General of the Hellenic Police, Michalis Ladomenos
• ● At the residence of Giannis Katsiamakas, president of the Panhellenic Federation ofAthens
Officers (Πανελλήνια Ομοσπονδία Αξιωματικών Αθηνών - ΠΟΑΞΙΑ) andretired Lieutenant
General of the Hellenic Police, in Vyronas
• ● At the residence and vehicle of Katerina Magga, Sergeant of the Patisia Police Station, in
Ano Patisia.
And in Thessaloniki:
• ● At the offices of the Hellenic-American Union, in Vardaris

• ● On a vehicle of the Ministry of Labour, on Mitropoleos Street
• ● At the military residences opposite NATO Headquarters, in the Evzoni area
• ● At the gate of the Ministry of Macedonia-Thrace
• ● At the residence of the cop Ilias Xatzis, in Sykies
• ● At the residence of the president of the Union of Thessaloniki Police Officers
(ΈνωσηΑστυνομικών Υπαλλήλων Θεσσαλονίκης) Dimitrios Padiotis, in Sykies
• ● At the residence of the retired supreme court justice and former president of the court of
appeals Antonios Tsaloportas, on Xarilaou
• ● At the residence of the New Democracy politician, Afroditi Latinopoulou, in Kamara
• ● At a vehicle of the Diplomatic Corps in the centre of Thessaloniki
• ● At the residence of the right-wing family of the Lieutenant Colonel Georgios Paskonis, in
Triandria
• ● At the residence of the right-wing Nakou family, in Ano Poli
• ● At the residence of the right-wing Kosmidis family, in Kato Toumpa
What is our political plan, which we are publicly presenting to the wider anticapitalist-anarchist
movement, so that it can support the plan and align itself within the interior of the Direct Action
Cells? A political plan which will unfold, will create cracks, raise questions and return to our
political reality the saying that if the revolutionary movement does not succeed in standing on its
own two feet to walk the path that it will determine, it is doomed to fail. A political plan which will
analyse the contemporary stakes, not with the intention of simply imprinting them on the social and
political map, but wanting to throw itself in the fire of battle by undermining the normality which
the class enemy imposes. The first aims of the Direct Action Cells are:
1. To be a tool for struggle which will channel the potential of any groups or individuals
that will enlist to participate on the basis of a specific strategy of struggle that we
choose to promote. This strategy can be either the field of an internal dialogue which
develops inside the Cells and results in political agreement, or a comprehensive political
proposal submitted by a group of comrades who choose, while maintaining their political
and organisational autonomy, to propose the development of a specific political direction for
the struggle.
2. To be a visible expression of the radical shift of a section of the anarchist movement
which we want over time to become larger and larger, in terms of fighting power and
not only numerical concentration, more and more uncontrollable, more and more
effective in its choices and strategies. We want this radical shift, as described above, to act

as a trigger for mobilisation and counterattack. To fuel with will, unity and faith the rebirth
of struggle in the face of division and fragmentation.
3. To bring back to the people of the struggle the logic of direct confrontation with state
and capital. The notion that interprets dialectically our belief in the revolutionary cause and
the formulation of specific strategies of struggle which, to the extent that they are developed
in healthy and comradely political terms, come into conflict with the node of the political
and economic plans of state and capital. To bring back the word Revolution to the forefront
of the movement without diminishing the targeting, the vision and the flame of the
insurrectionary perspective, because right now it might seem unrealistic to some. It is a
different thing for a targeted, socially grounded political approach to take place (something
we seek), and it is another thing to withdraw from basic and fundamental values of the antistate and anarchist struggle. On the other hand, it is precisely this finding and proposition
that must emerge from dialectical fermentation, thought and determination, in order to
realise all those small or big moments of fire and attack that elevate it and give it its essential
meaning.
4. To not leave anyone facing the enemy alone. Solidarity must know no borders. We fight
united with every struggling part of society, with each and every person who expresses their
hatred for any system of authority and acts in the direction of overthrowing the existent. We
seek to spread the revolutionary networks of resistance, overcoming all limits and
restrictions, whether they are prison walls or barbed wire. We set the conditions of our lives
as we want, against any oppressor who will feel our threatening existence. Always with
every militant prisoner, with every persecuted and wanted person who fights, insurrects,
rebels against the hellish penitentiaries and judiciary authority. Let us create those bulwarks
to state and capitalist rage, throwing ourselves into the affair of the spreading of struggle.
Comrades, we invite you to our side to strengthen the gaze that looks straight at the enemy. To
collectively assume the political responsibility - and the historical burden behind it - that will
escalate the militant confrontation with every power. With base organisation and unity in
practice, we fuel revolutionary dialogue through offensive propaganda, coordinating our
forces and continuing the struggle. Comrades in battle, we call you to create new Direct
Action Cells.
“…There are more and more people resisting around the world. For those of us who persist in
fighting for the future, having experienced defeat may be an advantage. We have lived through the
exhaustion, the death of an upsurge. Today, we are seeing and living the budding new life behind

that phase. These situations where the invisible recreate the consciousness of being the only
creative multitude, they reinvent our ability to function while asking questions…”
Joëlle Aubron - Action Directe
End to the truce - Everything continues…
Organisation - Unity - War
Direct Action Cells:
• Cell of Anarchist Anti-violence
• Organisation Anarchist Action
• Cell of Anti-State Anger
• Cell of Revolutionary Solidarity
• Cell Yelizaveta Kovalskaya

